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Late start 
for CBS trial run 

CBS has moved into the UK ff) Along with underwear and 
software market with the [jp Weekly provisions, you can now 
release of a range of eight titles pick up a software pack from 
— only just in time for |) Marks and S in selected 
Christmas. stores nationwide. 

The initial range will be Fifteen shops will be stocking 
available from the end of jp arange of three packs, at £6.99. 
November, and run on the fj) Each pack contains two 
Commodore only. Both disc JJ) cassettes and comes complete 
and cassette versions will be lp with a softback book giving you 
packaged in disc-sized boxes, hints and tips on strategy for 
with striking neon-style fj games, and instructions for 
artwork: utilities. 

The games are written by The project is trial run to test 
Epyx, an American company §) the market, and the initial range 
which had-a UK hit with [lp Will be of three packages: Start 
Summer Games, licensed by [lp to Program, written by Triptych 
CBS to Quicksilva. Brian [jj Publishing, Games Pack from 
Hyams, CBS software manager, jp Visions and Silversoft, and 
Continued on page 5 Games Maker by Quicksil 
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* GOSSIP AND RUMOURS A) LETTER FROM SIR CLIVE 
Nowhere will you find more about who's: How would you like to receive a personal 
doing what 10 whom, success, pending success. monthly letter from such eminent personalities 
orfailure, Alsoif you don't know what Sir as Sir Clive Sinclair? Every month we invite 

new such people to write to our members giving 
P r sal __ their views as to how they see the future of the 
cabbie; the Home Micro Diary Page tells all. home micro developing. 

eHARDWARE * free advertising 
yf a techni al journal, BUT every This 

LS is is another first for Home Micro. All ool eet to isan Ot | members may place as many ‘free ads’ for 
sives you Mae OU now about J sales, wants and exchanges etc., as they + what's new, what toes, where to grit | SiG wan ane ent ges 
‘and how much, Plus, we offer our own short | | " Supplement is distributed to all 

_members monthly with the Newsletter, 
creating an incredibly effective sales and 
| wants communications network. Or simply 
enabling member to member contact with 
fellow enthusiasts. WHY NOT PLACE 

‘AD’ NOW (sce below). 

from complete computers to cart ying eases sis, 
covered. 

"COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION, 
MONTHLY. WRITTEN IN PLAIN 

AND NEVER DULL, HOME, 
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Ifyou fill 
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-most!"” 

* first issue free 
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‘Asa computer owner you owe it to y | ADVERTISING — COPS — 
keep abreast in this new technological world. | DISCOUNTS — STAR PRIZES and 
Home Micro will not only keep you right INDEPENDENT ADVICE ON WHAT & 
date, but we will also advise you on how WHAT NOT TO BUY — Home Micro’s 
tospend your money on obsolete equipment. | jew members discount price of just £12 per 

: | annum makes a lot of sense and don’t 
forget your first issue is FREE. 

“Tha Compu OWNE9 Protection Service is | 
the only service of its kind anywhere in the 
yorld. As a pioneer owner of a home 
ymputer you have already created dozens of 

res, NOW on your behalf COPS will 
ate all members’ complaints 

, hardware, peripherals, 
jons — anything! And where we find 

we don’t get your money back 
WE WILL PUBLISH THE FULL DETAILS 

+ SOFTWARE send no money now 
We print a monthly and unique categorised aay va * WHAT TO DO NEXT 
software i isso that whether you're an gave £5.50 ximininesreat dicoun mente 
‘adventure’, ‘arcade’ or “strategy games f; = form below (send NO money) and you will 
player, you'll know which of your type of receive your first issue free’. Ifyou don’t like 

\¢ is really the best seller. PLUS we print a act now to get next it simply cancel your membership before the 
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Front front page 
the project is a success, we'll 
look at other machines!" 

The software is packaged in 
an open video-style box, with 
clear plastic film protecting the 
cassettes and book. The first 
three releases are designed for 
family interest and to appeal to 
beginners as well as enthusiasts. 

Start to Program enables you 
to. experiment with shapes, 
colours and graphics, with an 
adventure game which you can 
rewrite, Fearless Frank and 
Frozen’ Penguin are the (wo 
arcade games which make up 
Games Pack, and the booklet 
accompanying the games gives 
you hints on how best to play 
the games. 

One cassette of Games Maker 
contains eight sample games, 
which you can alter as you like, 
while the second cassette is 
blank so that you can store the 
games you create, The 48-page 
guide is illustrated and in full 
colour. 

Computer software is avail- 
able from Marks and Spencer in 
Belfast, Birmingham, Brent 
Cross, Cardiff, Croydon, 
Glasgow, Kingston, Leeds, 
Lincoln, Manchester, Marble 
Arch, ‘Newcastle, Oxford 
Circus, Reading and Yeovil. In- 
store videos demonstrating 
excerpts from the games will be 
on show in certain branches. 

cBSs 
From front page 

regretted the fact that CBS had 
moved into the software market 
too late to release Summer 
Games in the UK. 

“It’s just one of those 
things,” he said. “Obviously we 
would’ have wanted to release 
Summer Games under our own 
label, but we weren't in a 
position to put it on the market 
place at that stage. But we were 
heavily involved with the 
game’ 
Commenting on CBS's late 

entry into the software market, 
Mr Hyams said: “*We think it’s 
better to make a release before 
Christmas than not at all;” he 
said. “Timing has been’ the 
enemy for us: a decision was 
made by CBS Software with 
CBS Records for us to move in 
to the market over here, but we 
weren't asked to look at the 
situation until September?” 

The first eight games will be 
followed by monthly releases, 
according to Mr Hyams. The 
company has two American 
sources of software: Epyx and 
CBS Software, which has 

brought out a number of 
educational games, some based 
around characters such as the 
Sesame St gang. 

“We would like to alternate 
our releases” said Mr Hyams. 
“We will be releasing Epyx 
games one month, then 
educational activity games the 

CBS will be studying the 
success of each game, and then 
making a decision in the new 
year which games to convert for 
Spectrum, and BBC. "We'd be 
delighted’ to release on the 
‘Spectrum;" said Mr Hyams. “It 
really depends on how well each 
game does. Impossible Mission 
is attracting a lot of attention, 
of course we'll be pleased if 
it’s a hit. We think all these 
games are good:” 

Impossible Mission involves 
you as Agent 4125. Your 
mission is to reach the control 
centre of a mad scientist, who 
is thretening the world’ with 
nuclear annihilation. Human- 
seeking robots endanger your 
life and your must somersault 
over them. 

Other titles include Break- 
dance, Pit Stop, Temple of 
Apshai, Silicon Warrior, 
Jumpman, Lunar Outpost and 
Dragonriders of Pern. 

CBS Software, Ashbrook Hse, 
Rathbone Pl, London WI 

Castle of 
adventure 

Castle Blackstar is the name of 
DS's latest adventure licensed 
rom SCR Adventures. Avail- 

able for the Spectrum and 
Dragon, with BBC, Commo- 
dore and Amstrad versions to 
follow, this game is the first 
part of a trilogy, The Artemis 
Quests. 

You are commanded by the 
goddess Artemis to retrieve an 
important orb and you must 
locate it in the castle dungeons. 
This is a text-only adventure, 
and you have more than 200 
words in your vocabulary. 

Price: £6.95 

CDS, Silver Hse, Silver St, 
Doncaster, S Yorks DNI 1HL 

Ocean — TV 
stars 

Ocean, based in Manchester, 
features in a documentary to be 
shown on BBC 2 on December 
13th, at 8 p.m. The series 
Commercial Breaks has been 
following the progress of entre- 
preneurs in various fields. 

In May the documentary 
team began work on Imagine, 
the Liverpool software house 

which collapsed this summer. 
Attention was switched to 
‘Ocean and the programming 
and production of Hunchback 
Mt. 

Whilst the documentary was 
being filmed, Ocean acquired a 
large portion of Imagine, and 
the events leading up to this 
acquisition can be seen on 
Commercial Breaks. 

You can also see how a 
computer game is made and 
marketed, and eventually 
arrives on the shelves. 

Track down Dracula and 
destroy him, using the tradi- 
tional means, in Vampire Killer 
from Scorpio Gamesworld. 

At £1.99, this arcade adven- 
ture is available for Spectrum 
and Amstrad. Scorpio Games- 
world promises that if you 
succeed at the top level of 
difficulty, and answer four 
questions’ correctly, you could 
win £100-worth of software, 

Scorpio Gamesworld, 307-313 
Corn Exchange Bldg, Cathedral 
St, Manchester 4 

wall st 
shuffie 

Kuma has released a simulation 
game of the stock market on the 
Commodore 64. You must pay 
attention to the news items 
regarding company shares, and 
you can take advantage of hints 
and tips — although not all are 

‘The Plug from Power International 

reliable. 
This is your chance to make 

your fortune — or give it all 
away — but take heed: he bank 
eliminates bad debtors. If 
you're tactically brilliant you 
can avoid income tax, but don’t 
make too much money, since 
super tax is crippling, 

One to four players can 
participate and the game costs 
£6.95. Jon Day, sales manager, 

“Commodore owners will 
find this challenging simulation 
game a refreshing change from 
the normal zap-pow arcade 
games, Dare we say: an ideal 
Xmas present for the would-be 

investor?”" 

Kuma, 12 Horseshoe Rd, Pang- 
bourne, Berks RG8 7GW 

Here’s an expensive alternative 
to the common or garden plug: 
The Plug from Power Interna- 
tional. At £17.75, it’s consider- 
ably ‘dearer than the usual 
version, but Power claims. it 
eliminates electrical hiccups — 
small power surges and spikes 

instantly. 
Lost or corrupt date due to 

variances in power will become 
a thing of the past, according 
to Power, ‘and the company 
promises that The Plug. will 
ensure Christmas spirit of good 
will really does prevail. 

Power International, 2a Isam- 
bard Brunel Rd, Portsmouth, 
Hants POL 2DU 
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Ispy 
You are a British agent in a war- 
time Germany, in 1942 Mission 
by CCS. You must penetrate a 
camp and seize the plans, which 
are kept in a strong safe. 
Schmidt, a German guard, will 
help you, as he is a double 
agent. 

This adventure game features 
sound via a tape recorder and 
there are special verbs. If your 
energy factor falls below zero 
you cannot go on. 

1942 Mission costs £5.95 and 
runs on the Spectrum. 

CCS, 14 Langton Way, Black- 
heath, London SE3 7TL 

Crib from 
cards 

Are you fed up with having to 
check back to your computer 
manual whenever you need to 
know some detail for 
programming? For £1.99 per 
card you can now buy 
Computer Crib Cards, from 
Phoenix. 
Commodore 64, Spectrum, 

BBC and Electron cards are 
available. Topics like keywords, 
operating commands, graphic 
and sound commands are 
included, to name®but a few. 

The cards are reported to be 
made of sturdy glossy card 
which will not spring shut at the 
crucial moment, and each card 
comes in a polythene sleeve. 

Phoenix Publishing, 14 Vernon 
Rd, Bushey, Herts WD2 2JL 

The guarantee on many 
computers will be expiring 
soon, if it hasn't already. Then 
you're faced with the problem 
of who will mend your 
computer when it breaks down, 
and worse still, how much it will 
cost. 

Computer-fix, of Camberley, 
has established’ a network of 
$00 dealers. From the time you 
hand your micro over the 
counter to one of the specified 
dealers, Computer-fix guaran- 
tees that your computer will be 
mended in 48 hours, plus the 
postage time from your dealer 
to Camberley and back. 

Speedy repairs can be assured 
thanks to ACUMEN, Advan- 
ced Computer Memory Tester, 
which can diagnose faults in 
any of the 10 best-selling home 
computers in “just seconds’? 
according to Computer-fix: 
‘And the company states that 
the ACUMEN machine would 
only cost £5,000 if sold — 5 per 

cent of the cost of existing 
advanced test equipment. 

Managing director Ray John- 
son explained that it takes a 
skilled computer engineer half a 
day to track down a small fault 
in a micro. “The answer had to 
be largely to take the skilled 
computer engineer out of the 
repair process for cheap 
‘computers and replace him with 
+ a cheap computer!”” he said. 
He continued: “Home com- 

puters could well have become 
disposable items of technology 
like toasters — not worth 
repairing but too expensive to 
throw awa 

Repair prices start at £15.50 
including parts, postage, transit 
insurance and’ 90-day guaran- 
tees on parts and labour. Look 
in a new yellow pages telephone 
directory under the classifica 
tion Computers — Mini and 
Micro, and you should find 
Computer-fix dealers there. 

Computer-fix, Albany Pk Est, 
iid Rd, ‘Canbely GUIS 

Robot 
Plotter 

Penman has launched “the 
unique robot plotter"! It’s a 
three-colour plotter_with a 
built-in character set, which can 
cope with any size’ of paper. 
According to Penman, it can 
draw perfect circles and’ straight 
lines in any direction and is 
reported to be less than half the 
cost of its nearest rival. 

As well as being an accurate 
plotter, Penman claims it is a 

high resolution printer, desk- 
top turtle, precision robot with 
tactile feedback to sense 
obstacles, and it can also 
function as a mouse. 
The unit can be connected to 

almost any computer with an 
RS232 interface and it costs 
£217 plus VAT. 

Penman, 8 Hazelwood Close, 
Dominion Way, Worthing, W 
‘Sussex BNI4 8NP 

Adventure 
helpline 

If you're an adventure fanatic 
ur life could be made easier 
Adventure Planner from 

Print ‘n’ Plotter. It's a 50-page 
planning pad, A3-size, which 
enables you to plan your game 
and keep a record of your 
manoeuvres. 

Each page contains a map- 
ing system with over 150 
locations. You are provided 
with examples and hints and 
tips on how to use the planner 
to its best advantage. 

Price: £3.95 

Print ‘n’ Plotter, 19 Borough 
High St, London SEI 9SE 

Trio for 
Amstrad 

‘Timeslip is the name of a new 
software house which has 
released three games for the 
Amstrad CPC464. Rollaball, 
The Roy Quest and The 
Moors Challenge cost £6.95 

each. 
Rollaball is promoted as 

being ‘‘so original it defies 
description’: What you must do 
is manoeuvre one of a number 
of sliding panels over a gaping 
hole to form a continuous track 
along which the rollaball runs. 
More and more empty panels 
are left and the game is reported 
to be frustrating, difficult but 
addictive. 

In The Royal Quest anything 
can happen, according to Time- 
slip. You instruct your guide to 
find the King of Grall’s magic 
crown. This text-only adventure 
is said to be tongue in cheek and 
you must have your wits about 
you. 

The Moors Challenge is an 
Othello-type program played on 
an 8 x 8 board, Five skill levels 
and a demo are features. 

Timeslip, The Old Primary 
School, Main St, Stoneyburn, 
W Lothian EH47 8PA 

Learn with 
Mr Men 

“Mr Men make learning fun for 
children?” so says the promotion 
for Mirrorsoft's latest. launch, 
Word Games with the Mr Men, 

This is a double-cassette pack 
of word games, recommended 
for children in the five- to eight- 
years range. There are two main 
Programs: the first teaches 
opposites, comparatives and 
superlatives, while the second 
demonstrates words such as on, 
in and next to, with animated 

Penman three-colour robot plotter 
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EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTE! 
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COMMODORE, ATARI, BBC 
£8.95 each 

On disc for COMMODORE, ATARI 
BBC (£10.95 each 



sequences. 
Widgit Software designed the 

games, and a keyboard overlay 
and instruction booklet is 
included in the purchase price 
of £9.95. Available for the 
Spectrum. 

Mirrorsoft, Holborn Circus, 
London ECIP 1DQ 

Skooldaze, from Microsphere, 
is ‘a fast action romp through 
your youth’’ Running on the 
Spectrum, it features stereo- 
typical school characters, like 
the bully who violently smacks 
you on the nose, the angelic- 
jooking terror who will get you 
with his catapult, and ‘the 
virtuous swot who knows all the 
answers. 

Skyranger, also from Micro- 
sphere, is a 3D. shoot-em-up 
game which the company claims 
will make the attempts of other 
3Ders look a little pedestrian to 
say the least. Fly through the 
city to defeat the Watchers. 
Your view from the cockput 
will show you what it really 
looks like. 

Both run on the Spectrum 
and cost £5.95 

Microsphere, 72 Roseberry Rd, 
London N10 2LA 

Briefly 
Now on the Amstrad CPC464: 
War Zone, from CCS. You play 
against the computer and you 
can have from 15 to 150 pieces 
of infantry, tanks and artillary. 

Price: 6.95. 

CCS, 14 Langton Way, Black- 
heath, London SE3 7TL 

The Ket Trilogy, from Incen- 
tive, is now available in a gift 
pack, The Mountains of Ket, 
The Temple of Vran and The 
Final Mission will cost £12.95 in 
the presentation set, a saving of 
£3.55 on the iridividual price. 

Incentive, 43 London St, Read- 
ing RG1 4SQ 

Wally Week, star of Pyjamara- 

ma, can now be seen on 
Commodore 64 and Amstrad 
CPC464. 

Price: 7.95. 

Mikro-Gen, 44 The Broadway, 
Bracknell, Berks 

Paul Clansey, face to face with the Alien 

Alien strikes 
back 

After Ghostbusters — the game 
of the film — from Activision, 
here's Alien, from Argus Press 
Software, in the Mind Games 
range. 

Twentieth Century Fox has 
nsed the game, and it's 

available on the Commodore 64 
for starters. Spectrum version 
will follow in early December. 
At £8.99 the package includes a 
16-page booklet with stills from 
the film, and a guide. 

Paul Clansey, programmer, 
worked on the project for 
several months and is fascinated 
by the film. 

Alien — the game — is one of 
speed and strategy. “It sets new 
standards in strategic game- 
play’ according to Peter 
Holmes of Mind Gams. 

Argus Press Software, No. 1 
Golden Square, London WIR 

THOME 
CNDUTIIG 

WEEKLY 

ADVENTUREMANIA IS IN THE TOP 100 GAMES 

SEE THE TOP 100 CHARTBUSTERS IN GAMES COMPUTING NOV. 84 
GET A COPY OF THIS GRAPHIC & TEXT ADVENTURE £5.95 

OUR LATEST AND GREATEST 

Santa 

LP. extended basic 
Ring now for details. 

and the Goblins 

PON > 
x ft i 

eee 
Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ 

FOR 1984 AND IT’S TI-99/4A. 

£5.95 

[NO COMMAND MODULE NEEDED | 

SANTA AND THE GOBLINS. (basi) 
BoP super mas adventure, Fall eraple 
Sid cat Dragons, Goblins, ve 

Sisd you! PO/Cheques 0° 

£598 
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as labels or for display in an 
‘oversize character set. Using the 
built-in facilities, you can create 
a “slide show" based on the 
sereens held in memory. These 
can be recalled from Microdrive 
or cassette. 
The package also includes 

driver routines for a number of 
printer interfaces to allow hard 
‘copy on full size printers, and 
from which OHP transparencies 
‘or litho plates could be made. 
Unfortunately, only Epson 
printers are catered for, which is 
very limiting. 

Reasonable value when the 
amount of real work it will do is 
taken into account. DM. 

Projector 1 
48K Spectrum 

£13.95 
McGraw-Hill, Maidenhead, 
Berks 

An. impressive-looking package 
sub-titled Business Graphics 
Forecasting & Presentation 
System, which allows you to 
input date oriented data such as 
sales info, pairs of values e.g. 
target and actual sales, or other 

» and reproduce them in 
stogram, line graph or pic 

chart form. 
In addition, lines or curves can 

be fitted automatically to the 
graphs allowing projections to be instructions 100% 
made. All scaling is automatic case of use 100% 
and very rapid, and a very display 100% 
impressive colour fill routine, 
which the Spectrum lacks in 
standard form, is employed. 

either 

value for money 85% 

kane 

Applied Systems Knowledge, 
London Hse, 68 Upper Rich 
mond Rd, London, 

Number Painter is an excellent 
land entertaining educational 
maths program for five to 
14-year-olds, 

It’s in two parts: a timed self- 
test and the main game which has 
ja screen layout reminiscent of 

jonsters. Scattered 
the levels are random * 

inumbers and operators, and at y 
screen top are two numbers; one 
being your starting number and 
ithe other the target which you 
must match by moving a painter 
jaround the screen to paint out 
the appropriate numbers, which 
jare used to perform arithmetic 

ions on the 

§ more! Find 

‘an appealing. 
igraphics routine. 

‘You can choose both the speed 
and level, a combination 
ives 48 different levels of 

difficulty, the highest of which 
ill test the reactions and mental 
ithmetic of any age group. 
Instructions are first class and 

icapable of being understood by 

lectron £6.95 
Micro Power, Sheepscar Hse, 15 
Sheepscar St'South, Leeds LS7 
Al 

Where? is an appropriate name 
for this educational game. After 
the game has been loaded a map 
of Britain appears on the screen. 
In this game your knowledge of 
the geographical location of 
laces, rivers and peaks in 
ritain is tested. 
‘Once you've entered your 

name, the computer asks you 

the difficulty of reading white on 
red random numbers in the game 
‘and the use of arrows in the self 
test equations. 

95% questions by pointing ata 
playability 80% location on the map. You are 
graphics 85% given four possible answers: 

85% Press the number you think is 
right. If you're correct you are 
congratulated, if not you're 
given the correct answer. 

After you have answered 10 
questions the computer gives you 

value for money 

kkk 
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Turbo 64 
CBM 64 £7.95 

Limbic Systems, Hensington Rd, 
Woodstock, Oxford OX7 1JR 

seen fhe marvellous Atari 

‘on home computers. 

driving seat of a Grand Prix car. 

choice of gear. 

Doodie on 
your 

computer 
Paint and draw, there's lots 

the one, you'll have 
some fun 

your total marks and the average 
time it has taken you to answer a. 
question. If you press the key 
while the computer is asking you 
the question you get told off in 
no uncertain fashion and you 
score is taken away. There is no. 
limit to how many players can’ 
play. 

‘After you have been playi 
for a while you suddenly 
there are places, rivers and peaks 
you never heard of. The. 
Positioning on the map is fairly’ 
accurate, MB. 

80% 
90% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics N/A 
value for money 100% 

Most HCW readers will have 

machine in which you drive a car 
ina Grand Prix. Several software 
houses have brought out copies 

In this game, you are in the 

You see through the windscreen 
and your view is of the road 
coming towards you. The use of 
graphics is very neat and the 
effect is extremely life-like. Even 
the road signs become larger and 
more legible as they approach 

(0 lap at the highest 
speed possible. Your score is a 
combination of average speed, 
eccuracy of driving and correct 

You have the choice of two 
|. circuits, automatic or manual 

gearbox and number of laps. I 
‘was disappointed to discover that 
there are no opposing cars to 
drive against, but the game is 
quite a challenge in spite of this 
drawback, 

The game comes with an anti- 
ing device which involves 

inputting colours which you 
. must read off a chart which 

comes with the game. 
Overall, not a bad 

quite challengin; 

i 

instructions 80% 
ease of use 80% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 80% 

kkk 

ms a 

Doodle 
CBM 64 £12.95 

(dise) 
Quicksilva, PO Box 6, Wim: 
yborne, Dorset BH21 7PY 

> 

Here's another company! 
jumping on the bandwagon with 
graphics package for the 64 

(the fifth I've seen). It compares 
1uite well with the opposition. 

st the bad news, Only hi- 
resolution mode is supported. 

‘Once the routine is up and 
running, you get a view of the’ 
imain menu which offers 1D) 

J options. These cover the usual 
imodes for drawing lines, circles, 

“aboxes, dots, zoom, data retrieval 
land others. You can choose’ 
between nine brush widths. In 
ithe various drawing modes you 
can draw, erase, flip and fill. 
When you want to save or load 
designs, a directory appears on 
screen showing which designs are 
jon disc anc how much free space 
is available. Screen dump to 
printer is a welcome and useful 
facility. \ 
The package comes with al 

reasonable instruction book, but 
jyou won't need it often since 
jeach mode carries a detailed 
HELP screen. You can toggle 
between the Menu, sketch and 
HELP screens ‘by using 
RETURN or SHIFT RETURN. 
1 found this package very user: 

friendly and a delight. Most 
important, it's cheaper than 
most of the opposition and| 
represents excellent value for! 
‘money. AW. 

instructions 100% 
ease of use 95%. 
display 85%. 
value for money 100% 

zak KK 
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WILDEST DREAMS 

Software Rental 
Just a couple of questions for the computer gamer 

1. When did you buy your last computer game? 

2. How often have you played it? 
a | [ies] 2 |, [ = 

B (%, 1 of ‘a 

Meer 
“LOGS 1T TO DARREN NEXT 

DOOR WHO DOES A ROARING 
TRADE IN 2ND HAND GAMES. 

ACL THESE 
PROGRAMS TO} THANKS 

ANYWAY 
DAD = 

BUT HES HEARD OF WILDEST iE GETS LOADS OF [AND HAS A BRILL TIME. 50 DS OF 
DREAMS SOFTWARE RENTAL PROGRAMS FOR HIS MONEY TITTLE ROGERS SPENDING MONEY IS A BIT LESS 

L 

Buying software can seem a pretty bad deal when you pay £5.99 for only a couple of 

hours play. 

Well, now you can visit the Circus, help King Clive in his dungeon, beat the computer 

on your Lazer Byke, explore deep space, eat your way through a cheese warehouse 

and get totally infuriated by the Mazeball, all for less than the price of one new 

cassette. 

How? well, if you go down to your Video dealer today, you're in for a big surprise. He 

can hire you a Wildest Dream rental cassette for your Spectrum or Commodore 64, 

featuring one of these games, at a very reasonable price (say about one tenth the price 

of a good recent game ...) 

And its not somebody else's old stock were trying to hire you. These are all brand new 

games that you've never seen before in the shops - and you won't see them in the shops 

later. 

Only through your local Video dealer can you hire Wildest Dreams rental software. 

CONTACT:- Chris Kilburn 

WILDEST DREAMS 
P.O. BOX 84, 
COVENTRY. 
Tel: (0203) 663085 



yy As a space age crime 
427 fighter you pursue 
4” escaped criminals across 

the galaxy. Danger looms when you run 
into an asteroid belt. Avoid the perils of space in 

this program by Shingo Sugiura 

You are patrolling the universe 
aboard your trusty fighter when 
suddenly you spot an escaped 
space vermin, During the 
pursuit, you realise that you 
have unknowingly flown into 
an asteroid belt. A collision 
with any of these huge space 
boulders would result in 
permanent damage to your ship 
and three collisions means 
certain death for you. 

Main Variables 
SC current score 
HI high score 
LI number of ships left 
MX, My-X and Y 

Of ship 
‘TX-X_ co-ordinate of alien 
‘A_ ASCII code of key pressed 
DEAD-A boolean to indicate 

whether you have crashed or 
not 

When this program is run, 
the instructions will be printed 
and will wait for the S key to be 
pressed. Press S and the game 
will begin. Your ship material- 
ises in the centre of the bottom 
part of the screen. Then the 
asteroids will start streaming 
down the screen. You have to 
control your ship left and right 
by pressing Z and X keys 
respectively. To move up, press 
the space key. The alien will try 
to get away from you at the top 
of the screen. You have to ram 
it with your ship, without 
colliding with the asteroids, 

This program was written 
using BASIC-I which limits the 
size of the program to 4K, so if 
you have BASIC-G you can do 
‘wonders to this game (although, 
of course, it will work with 
BASIC-G without any modifi- 

Hints on conversion 
The MS allows 32 sprites to be 
moved about the screen at 
various sizes. Because this scrolls 
the text screen, it would be 
virtually impossible to convert it 
to run on machines which do not 
have sprites. 

However, if you own machines 
such as the TI or ATARI, it 
should not prove too difficult to 
convert this program, even line 
by line. If you own a CBM 64 
without Simon's BASIC, you 
would have to rewrite the 
program using the How It Works 
section as a guide line. 
STCHR defines a character or a 

sprite 
SCOL colours a sprite 
SCOD is used to assign a charac- 

ter code (in ASCII) to a sprite 
LOC A,X,Y places sprite No.A 

at co-ordinate X,Y 
OUT sends data to an output 

port. In the program, this 
command is used to create 
sound, 

REPEAT- elegant TIL 

10-20 REM statements 
40 selects G-II mode, magnifica- 

tion 1 
$0 calls subroutine which defines 

characters, calls subroutine 
which prints instructions 

© initialises score, number of 
lives 

70 clears screen and initialises 
position of ship and alien 

80 scans keyboard 
90-110 update position of ship 
120 prints ship 
130 prints asteroid and scroll the 

screen one line down 
140-150 check characters in 

ship's position 
160-170 move alien 
180 prints alien in new position 
190 increments score if needed 
200 if ship hasn't crashed, go 

back to the beginning of main 
loop 

220 beginning of score sub- 
routine 

230-300 erase image of alien, 

plot explosion in place 
310. increments score 
'320 explosion 
330 clears screen and initialises 

position of ship 
340 end of subroutine 
350 beginning of subroutine, 

called if ship crashes 
360 explosion sound 
370-430. plot explosion 
‘440 clears screen and initialises 

position of ship 
450: end of subroutine 
460 beginning of subroutine, 

called when three ships lost 
470-510 print end of game 

message 
520 wait for R to be pressed 
530 end of subroutine 
540-650 define characters 
660 beginning of subroutine to 

print instructions 
680 gets rid of keyboard-click 
690-830 print title and instruc- 

tions 
840 scan keys 
850-880 move ship and alien 
890 check whether S is pressed 
900 end of subroutine 

cations) by possibly redefining 
the character set, introductory 
music, bonus scene etc, etc. 

When typing in this program, 
you may find that the screen 
suddenly clears and you cannot 
type anything although the key- 
clicks can be heard. This simply 
means that you have accidental- 
ly pressed CTRL-Y. To return 
to normal screen, press Y once 
while holding down CTRL. 

How it works 
Thave tried to write this program 
as modularly as BASIC allows 
but if you have BASIC-G, many 
‘of the loops which use GOTO 
can be replaced by the far more 
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SSE ET EE SE Te 
5 PROGRAM = 

1@rem Asteroid Fighter 
20rem BY Shingo Sugiura 
3a: 

40 print "Mm" i mao 2 

58 gosub $DEFINE!30sub #INST 
609 let SC=O:let LI=3 
7@ clstlet MX=15ilet MV=22:let TX=rndC3>#1et DEAD=@ 
80 let A=peek(&7G2B> 
90 if A=34 then let MX=MxX-<MX<3O> 
106 if A=33 then let MK=MX+¢MX>G> 

110 if A=? then let MY¥=MY-1sif MY=1 then let MV¥=23 
120 loc @ to MK*8,MY*S 
136 Print cursor (rnd¢31)>,0>3chr#¢254)5 "Me" 

140 let PE=uPeek (&3S00+MYeS24MK) FUP Cek CESSAB+MVHSZHMK+ 1D +UP ES 

ek (&ISOO+MYHSZ+MN+32) +UP eek CLSSGB+MVHSZ+MR+SS? 
156 if PE>253 then gosub $DIE 
160 let TX=TX+rnd¢2>-1 
170 if TX>3O8 then let TX=@ else if TX<@ then let TX=38 
180 loc 1 to TX*8,24 

198 ifCTM=MX or TX=MX-1 or TX=MX+12and MY<S then gosub $SCOR 

E 
208 if not DEAD then goto 88 else 9osub SEND 
218 goto 68 
220$SCORE 
230 loc 1 

248 for 

250 out &28 

268 loc 2 
278 for D 
280 loc 3 
290 for D= 

306 next 

31@ let SC=SC+100 
320 loc 2 to 308,388:1loc 3 to 300,500 
330 clstlet MX=1Stlet Mv=22 
346 return 

35O$DIE 
360 out &20,89Ftout &20-8BFiout &20,8E4tour &20,8FO 
378 loc 2 to MX*S,MY¥*8iloc B to 388,308 
380 for D to 100B8:nexttloc 2 to 300,388 
3989 out &20,8E7 
400 for S=&FQ@ to &FFrout &20,S 
410 for D=@ to 30Btnext Dinext S 
420 loc 3 to 300,300 
430 let LI=LI-1tif LI=0 then let DEAD=-1 
440 clstlet MX=15:let MY=22 
450 return 

460$END 
470 Print cursor¢s> 

480 Print cursor¢s, 

490 if SC>HI then 1 
500 Print cursor(8,14>3"High score is "SHI 
516 Print cursor(8,17>5"Press R to replay" 

520 let AS=inkeystif AS<>"R" and AS<>"r" then goto 520 

530 return 
540$DEF INE 
550 stchr "@8141cici43e7#63" to 258,08 
560 stchr "c6287cdébaceS4c6" to 251-9 
570 stchr “2812b855be142298" to 252,08 
$8G stchr “4a2a9d6al4bc5289" to 255-8 
596 for I=1 to 3 

600 stchr "@82a2aGGSe6*S735e" to 254-1 
618 next 
620 scod @,258:scod 1,251:scod 2,252:scod 3-255 
638 scol @-13%scol 1-+8%scol 2:6:scol 3>7 | 

@ to 308,308:o0ut £20,177 

io Ue ye 
score was "3SC 
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SORD/CGL M5 PROGRAM 

et HI=100 
eturn 
NST 
et XO=100: let 
oke &701A,1 

XT=100:1et 

A#=ink 
f XT>250 then 1 

860 if XO>256 then 1 
let XO=xO+I0 
let XT=XT+IT 
if AS<>"s" 
return 

® 

® a D * A 

else if XT<S then let 
else if XO<S then let 
22 
168 
en 9oto 849 

SOPHISTICATED GAMES FOR VIC-20/CBM 64 
VIC/64 CRICKET Realistic game of tactical skill and luck. Ball by ball commentary with full scoreboard and all the major rules of cricket correctly interpreted. Printer /game save facilities. VICCRICKET for VIC-20 + 16K... ESS £5.99 (NEW: 64 CRICKET with extra features. £6.99 
LEAGUE SOCCER League title game for 2-24 players with automatic fixtures, action commentary, results check, scorers, league table, cup draw, etc. Printer /game save facilities, LEAGUE SOCCER FOF VIC-20 4+ 16K nnn £5.99 NEW: 64 LEAGUE SOccER with many more features still £6.99 
WHODUNNIT? 12 guests have gathered for drinks at Murder Manor, but one of them has more than drinks on his mind. Addictive and thrilling detective game for 1 to 6 players, with Genuinely different game each time. 
WHODUNNIT for VIC-20 + 8K or any CBM 64 state which), 24.99 
‘TOP OF THE POPS Easy to learn game about the music business. For up to 10 players. includes printer /game save features. TOP OF THE POPS f0F VIC‘20 + BK onnnennnnennnn £4.99 NEW: 68 TOP OF THE POPS — even bigger and better... £5.99 
ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL Lead your own Party Into the next General Election. A game for 1-3 players. Printer /game save. ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL for ViC-20 + 8K or any CBM 64 state Which)... £4.99 
PARTY 4 Four games to match the progress of your Party: MASTERWORD, A DAY AT THE RACES, GAME X (Strip Poker) and CONSEQUENCES. Harmless fun (nothing offensive) but good fun. VIC PARTY 4 for VIC-20 + 3K or more... : £5.99 GA PARTY 4. £5.99 
NEW x : ADULTS ONLY Fun game for 2-10 broadminded players. Lots of cuddling and kissing, plus many other rewards and forfelts: you never know what you'll end up doing, or with whom! Nothing offensive, but you MUST be fairly broadminded. ADULTS ONLY for VIC-20 + 16K expansion .... a. ss £5.99 64 ADULTS OMLY... £5.98 
DISC VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR ALL GAMES — £2.00 EXTRA ‘ALL PRICES INCLUDE P + P (UK ONLY). GAMES SOLD SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS OF SALE WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OUR FULL RANGE 

SOPHISTICATED GAMES, Dept. HCW, 27 Queens 
Road, KEYNSHAM, Avon BS18 2NQ. Tel 02756-3427 

TI-99/4A Cassette Software 
From the longest established supplier of third party 

cassette software for the TI-99/4A. EB 
I have over 100 titles available including many which 
HCW have given 5 Star Review. * %* * * * including 
IN TI BASIC: 
GOLF now £6.00, described as “‘probably the best golf game I 

have ever seen on a computer’? Also the latest sport simulation by 
the same author, BOWLS £6.00. 
CHARACTER CREATOR, a powerful utility to help you define 

your graphics characters, will work with the console only, or can use 
Extended Basic, Cassette or disc files, and printers. Only £4.00. 
PLANET DESTROYER, guide your craft to the depths of the 

alien planet, £5.00 
QUICKER QWERTY, hit the RIGHT keys, without looking! 

£9.00 
STARPROBE 99. The best TI review in HCW this year! “By far 

the best for a long time"? Again plummet into the depths of the alien 
planet, avoiding the alien defenses. 100% for graphics! and only 
£7.00 
IN EXTENDED BASIC (Extended Basic module required): 
NOTEWORTHY. Collect notes and avoid monsters! Super 

graphics, and a surprise bonus screen. A mere £5.00 and great value. 
WALLABY. Joystick required. A different arcade game: change the colours of the squares and avoid death! £6.00 
FLIP FLAP. Joystick required. A different arcade game: change 

the colours of the squares and avoid death! £6.00 
THE WALL. How many screens can you survive on this one! 

LOTS of different challenges. £6.00 
LOTS MORE PROGRAMS FROM THE TI SUPPLIER WITH MORE 

FIVE STAR REVIEWS THAN ANY OTHER! 
MAIL ORDER ONLY 

SEND A LARGE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR AN. 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

(Overseas send 4 International Reply Coupons) to: 
STAINLESS SOFTWARE, (Proprietor: S Shaw) 
10 Alstone Rd, STOCKPORT, Cheshire SK4 SAH. 

Telephone Access orders to Arcade Hardware 
061-225 2248 
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Esteem More Than Equal 

These are the first three parts of 
what is obviously hoped 10 be a 
Jong running sage. Chapter 1 is a 
cross-section of the planet Mars. 
Your task is to collect parts for 
your escape ship. The planet is 
breaking up, and you must 
dodge flying debris and dripping 
acid to succeed. Chapter 2 has 
you on board, attempting to 
refuel by aiming your fuel line at 
the tanker ship ahead. In chapter 
3 you have landed on Earth but 
‘must defend yourself from the 
carthlings. 

Graphically, this is far more 
sophisticated than you have a 
right to expect_at_this price. 

Empire 
CBM 64 £6.95 

Shards, Suite G, Roycraft Hse, 
Linton’ Rd, Barking, Essex 

Empire is a computer version of 
fa war game played using maps 
and moving across territories. 
The world is divided into 39 
territories and you choose 13 off 
these as your own while the| 
lenemy, the Empire, chooses a 
Afurther 13. You then allocate 
your 26 armies across your 
territory 

You 
turns. 

ind the enemy attack in 
After the enemy attac 

you have twenty seconds to, 
respond otherwise the Empire 
strikes again. You use the 
function keys fo move round the| 
world. You then select the} 
territory to attack from and| 
which adjacent territory  to| 
tack. If you gain the territory 

you can move some of your", 
Torces into it 

There are eight levels of play 
but I only tried the first level. 

<VHalf an hour later 1 had taken! 
‘over the world. 

The game iends itself to 
certain amount of strategic 

(hayplanning "and is not a. bad| 
attempt at simple war gaming. 
‘The screen does not use high 
resolution graphics but the 
countries are quite recognisable. 
Tfound it took a little time to get 
into the ebb and flow of the 
screen prompts but was soon 
Jengrossed in the battle with the 

Empire 
F5 and F6 are misprinted as F3| 

§ 

Although principally machine 
code, there is a BASIC driver 
program. The result is a slight 
flicker 

On the other hand, you get 
very inventive screens in a unique 
Sciefi mock gothic style complete 
with 3D. My only quibbles are 
the Iuck of provision for 
joysticks: it's very hard without, 
and the return to demo mode 
every time you fail, is annoying 

All in all, very good. Well 
worth the outlay, though a little 
more programming time in the 
areas ‘mentioned above would 
have been welcome, DM. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Rubbie 
Trouble 

TAD 

The scene is set 
devastated by nuclear 

Krackats has evolved. 

The theme is combat: can you ar 
survive? 

Electron £6.95 
Fe Micro Power, Sheepscar Hse: 18 

Sheepscar St’ South, Leeds LS7 

on earth 
bombs 

after the third world war. Due to 
the radioactivity a cannabilistic 
J turtle shaped creature known as 

i 2a: 
Skyline Attack nay of these as possible. If you 

shoot a fuel pod there is a 50: 
CBM 64 £8.95 fhttce that femay turn ino a 

® Century Communications crystal. 
To visit other cities, you must 

It is debatable whether its more collect crystals. A counter at the 
fun to play this game or load it. top of the screen tells you how 
Skyline Attack not only leaves many you need. Some of the 
the screen on while loading, but cities are very spectacular: at the 
also. plays a simple game, North Pole a polar bear stands 
Ssnake, an hors d’oeuvre for on.amint and nods his head, and 
‘what is to follow. Ssnake is fun elsewhere the Sphinx wags its 
and very playable. tail, The game is fast and furious 

"The scenario in Skyline Attack in a Minter-kind of way, which is 
is not. new. Earth is being a shame since you don't see all 
attacked by aliens, and you must the graphics — still, saving the 
shoot them down to save the world was neveran easy job.S.R. 
world, This is a Defender-type 
game with the landscape scroll- instructions: 75% 
{ng both ways and many of the playability 95% 
major cities are represented. You graphics 100% 
a in London where Tower value for money 100% 
Bridge is constantly raising and 
lowering. When you shoot an 
alien there is a chance that it may 
drop a fuel pod. In order to 
survive you need to 

kkk * 

Volcano: The 
Action Came 
48K Spectrum 

£7.95 
Computer Magic, 39 Bridges St, 
Walton on Thames, Surrey KTI2 
HAI 

HThe object is to escape from a 
[city threatened by volcanic lava 
land rocks to an awaiting boat, 
Reading the accompanying Blut 
conjured up marvelous pictures 

lava streams, rioters, 
junderground passages: "40 
screens above ground: over 290} 
D screens below..." all. this 
iccompanied by a superb picture 

lof a volcano. 
The reality was very 

disappointing. This is, in effect, 
la very large maze game, Two} 
lanimated feet are  steered| 
through the maze which is 
progressively blocked by red 
blobs, sorry... rocks! These can] 
be cleared by the use of dynamite 
collected from boxes, sorry... 
shops! Food must. ‘also, be] 
collected, otherwise, lose a life. 
You may also come across a slow [ 
moving red smudge. This is the} 
lava stream! 

You can also enter the 
lunderground passages. The 3D} 

Hj FA exaphics here are rather fine, but 
f Aatier wandering for 1$ minutes it 

all looked the same to me, $0 1] 
gave up. 

‘A free map, said to be essential] 
is given with the game, but I 

‘There are three games in all. In 
the second the whole screen is 
full of rocks. Some of these 
rocks are only mit 
disappear when y 
through them. Unfortunately the 
mutants know which rocks are 
fake and can close in on you 
quickly. In the third part all the 
rocks are invisible and it’s only 
when you crush a bonus rock, 
that the rest of the rocks become 
visible for a short period. 

Lots of original features, 
smooth graphics and excellent 
sound. An arcade excitement at 

didn’t get one; perhaps this was} 
the problem, In comparison with| 

‘On the screen is displayed a 
maze of boulders, within which 
roam the Krackats. You must kill 
them by crushing them under the 

and F4 in the instructions. but 
otherwisea good game. L.C, 

instructions boulders. You line a rock with 
\playability the Krackat and push it. The 
‘graphics danger is that if you miss, the 
value for money 

Kak Kk 

hth 

rock may bounce back and crush 
you instead. The Krackats have 
very good reflexes so make sure 
you have plenty of room to 
+ ERE 

the claims, and indeed the same} 
concept in other hands, very] 
disappointing. DM 

home. 

instructions 
playability instructions cor Erapbics playability S054 jue for money graphics S34) 

value for money 

aye 

kkk kk 



David Rees 
invites you to 
study all the 
potential of the 
Commodore 64 
keyboard. You 
can control 
Speed and alter 
the keyboard 
memory — 
read on for 
details 
‘One of the points made when 
people extol the virtues of the 
Commodore 64 is its keyboard. 
The keys are sculptured to the 
fingers’ shape, are well 
balanced, springy, and of just 
the right’ sensitivity. However, 
No one seems to mention their 
performance as far as software 
is concerned, Watch out: this 
barrier of silence is about to be 
broken! 

The Commodore keyboard 
has massive potential, the only 
problem being that the better 
the facility required, the longer 
the program needed to produce 
it, One of the easiest effects to 
produce is key repeat. The 
location of the key repeat 
register is at byte 650, and it is 
normally set to zero. However, 
by POKEing it to 64 none of the 
keys repeat, and 128 makes all 
the keys repeat. 

The other key repeat feature 
which can be controlled is 
speed. Location 651 controls 
how jong the computer waits 
between the time you start 
pressing the key and the time 
when it starts repeating. POKE- 
ing one produces a quick start, 
while zero produces the longest 
delay. The only disadvantage is 
that the register with your value 

in @ one shot mode, so once 
your delay has been used up, 
the register returns to its 
original value. 

The easiest way to influence 
repeat speed is to change the 
delay before each Interrupt 
Request or IRQ. By POKEing 
location 56325 with a value 
between 10 (fast) and 255 
(slow), you can vary speed to a 
large extent. However, a fast 
cursor slows down a’ BASIC 
program, so the best use for this 
is screen editing. 

One of the annoying things I 
find when using a keyboard is 
typing in many letters and 
discovering that only a few have 
actually been displayed. The 
opposite occurs when a neat 
display is ruined by a group of 
letters appearing when you have 

Take a close 
look at your 
keyboard 

been keying them in slowly. The 
cause of this aggravation is the 
keyboard buffer. This stores 
keys when the computer is 
doing something else. However, 
as it is set it can only remember 
10 keys, so either it forgets what 
you typed, or it remembers too 
much! 

Luckily, a cure is at hand, in 
the form of location 649. This 
contains the maximum buffer 
length and can easily be varied 
between one (single key entry) 
and 15. However, caution is 
needed, as making the buffer 
too long erases important 
memory locations, so go 
beyond 15 at your peril. 
My final tip about the 

Commodore keyboard will 
probably be the most interest- 
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ing, as it has wide applications. 
Many expensive computers 
have what is called Multiple Key 
Rollover. This means you can 
press several keys at once, and 
the computer will remember 
them all. The Commodore 
manual says you can only 
obtain one key at a time on the 
64, but with a little liberal 
POKEing many effects are 
possible. 

Using my method, the 
keyboard can be split into eight 
sections, each containing two 
columns of keys. Each bit in 
location $6322 represents a pair 
of key columns (with some 
experimentation you will be 
able to find which bits control 
which keys) and the keys will 
only be received if that bit is on 

Thus, by switching on each bit 
in turn and getting a key, eight 
separate keys will be received. 
The following line will allow 
you to do this (R = key row): 

POKE 56322,2_R: SYS 
65439: GET AS: POKE 
56322,255 

Always use POKE $6322,255 
at the end, otherwise ‘the 
keyboard will become almost 
useless, receiving only a few 
keys, and you won't be able to 
start or stop anything. How- 
ever, when the routine does run 
correctly it is invaluable. Fast 
typing is made much easier, but 
its biggest use is in games, 
where you can have up to eight 
people playing at the same time! 



Caesar is a cheeky young 

cat on mousing duty in 

Mr McGregor’s larder, 

but this time the mice 

have outwitted him 

and Mr McGregor has 

kicked him out. . 
now readon.. 

Available now on 
speedy loading cassette 

for Commodore 64. 
Coming soon on 

Spectrum 48K. 
Recommended for 
3 to 8 year-olds 

Anew concept in early learning software. Caesar’s Travels is a unique combination — 

a complete animated story program on cassette with a 64-page illustrated storybook. 

Young readers choose what Caesar does next in an exciting adventure which has 

multiple endings. Either book or program can be used on its own. Bedtime stories will 

never be the same again! 

ae, available in a special double cassette pack with 
OFFER _ the original and widely praised Caesar the Cat 

payee 95 
Mirrorsoft programs are available from selected branches of Boots, 
WH Smith and Spectrum, and all leading software stockists. 
Or order direct (cheque, Access or Barclaycard) from MIRRORSOFT, 
FREEPOST, Bromley, Kent BR2 9UX (no stamp needed). 



PERIPHERAL REVIEW 

Touchmaster 
£149.99 

Touchmaster, Port Talbot, W 
Glam SA13 1WD 

Although 
available 

this_review is also 
the BBC version of the 

oduct it is also available for the 
ragon, Commodore 64, VIC-20 

‘and, Spectrum. computers, each 
needing a different interface but 
‘using the same touch pad. 

‘The method used to input 
Information toa computer is often 
seen as a problem for the naive 
luser. The search is always on to 
find new and simpler methods of 
telling the machine what to do, The 
se of a graphic tablet is one 
alternative and that is what this 
Product package represents. The 

x contains all you require to get 
the system up and working within 
minutes and) 1 must say that the 
pictures in the leaflet supplied made 
this fairly simple, There are two 
Heads to be connected, one to the 
‘computer and another to the power 
pack supplied. 

‘The pd itself is a grey plastic 
box, 13 by 14 inches with a plastic 
membrane in the centre of Ad 
dimensions. This means you can 
Brepare a drawing of other detail on 
a sheet and then transfer it to the 
sereen, With the pad come the 
leads,  pen/stylus, two instruction 
books, a software cassette and an 
‘order form for more software. The 
software supplied is a drawing 

rogram and allows you to draw 
wind on the screen, but more of 

this later, 
When’ you have the unit 

‘connected there is a short listing for 
each of the machines which will 
allow you to find the location of the 
‘Stylus in x and y co-ordinate values. 

is was where the first disappoint 
ment surfaced, 

Touchmaster — play by touch 
The BBC listing gave co- 

‘ordinates of up to 1020 on each 
| axis. This means that a pad with 

an oblong shape was returning 
values which only covered part 
of the screen and which treated 
the pad as if it were square. If 
you draw lines of the same length 
in both axes they would be 
different lengths on the screen. 

| Thisis not what most users want, 
|) T feel, and the remedy is quit 

RN io ml 

raw ane! 
esign by 
touch 

Touchmaster is a new graphic 
tablet for use with your home 

computer. We review its 

simple: all you need do is change 
the scaling of the value returned 
in the X axis so that the value can 
then go up to 1280. If you do this 
you get a much more accurate 
result on screen, 

The concept of Touchmaster is 
attractive, but use is less than 
satisfactory in my view. For a 
start it is mis-named: you don't 
hhave to touch the pad so much as 
jump on it to get a response. This 
is a real drawback and stopped 
my son, aged six, from achieving 
the results that he wanted, since 
the amount of pressure needed to 
get a result was far 100 high 
Another problem is that drawi 
too quickly, as you tend to do 

‘around curves, means that the 
values are not passed quickly 
enough and either blanks or 
Straight lines were the result 
Resolution is good and using the 
highest resolution mode it is 
possible to define 256 points in 
each direction. 

The software provided is a 
very. basic drawing package 
which I cannot really recommend 
for serious use. It is possible to 
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capabilities for you 

Simons Says on the Touchmaster 
change the colour to any of the 
‘ones available on the BBC but 
there is only one defined at a 
time and there is no logical 
colour/actual colour conversion 
possible. This means that you 
cannot have a background 
colour change after you have 
started drawing and that it is 
difficult to set up screens for 
animation effects. The circle 
drawing leaves a dot in the 
centre, looks elliptical on 
‘occasions and can be difficult to 
use. 

There is the chance to change 
the brush type and style and this 
can give attractive effects 
Unfortunately, however, there is 
no erasure facility, making that a 
‘major task in itself. Screens must 
bbe saved as a section of memory, 
in the BBC's case taking 30K, 
and there is no redrawing 
software either. Text cannot be 
input to picture without saving 

screen and then using another 
drawing package and there is no 
option to dump a screen to a 
printer. As I said at the 
beginning of this paragraph, this 
is a very basic program. 

1 must mention the documen- 
tation supplied. The two 
booklets are attractively 

produced but contain no real 
hard information about the 
product or how to use its output 
in your own programs. It isn 
difficult and I managed to have i 
working in a matter of seconds 
but it would have been nice to 
have had some technical 
information supplied. As the 
booklets are, they are sadly 
lacking. Another problem is the 
nature of the mat itself. It works 
‘by detecting changes of resis- 
tance in two axes caused by a 
depression on its surface. This 
‘works very well unless you press 
in two places at the same time, 
when it detects the value as being 
half way between the two 
depressions. This is not likely to 
cause problems for most users 
‘but might do so if used by young 
people or by the handicapped. 

Overall, 1 find it difficult to 
see how this pad can be used in a 
serious and productive way and 
cannot really see anyone paying 
£150 for a toy. It may be that the 
Touchware which you can order 
will make it more viable a 
proposition in a range of areas, 
but I will need some convincing 

going to be worth the 
D.C. 



——— 

Galilee 
48K Spectrum 

£5.75 
Shards, Suite G, Roycraft Hse, 
15 Linton Rd, Barking, Essex 

The plot for this text adventure is 
roughly 2000 years old. It is set in 
the early days of the Christian 
era during the reign of the 
Emperor Tiberius. 

After the mandatory high 
resolution screen picture, the 
main program loads, whereupon 
you wake up in a graveyard, with 
a mission to fulfil. I found 
progress agonisingly slow, due to 
my lack of knowledge ‘of the 
scriptures. Every time | used the 
HELP facility, 1 was directed to 
‘an appropriate verse in the Bible. 
When facing defeat, I can never 
resist a little exploratory, hopeful 
press on the BREAK key and 
surprisingly, it worked, revealing 

Return to 
Eden 

CBM 64 £9.95 
Level 9 Computing, 229] 
Hughenden Rd, High Wycombe, 
Bucks 
As an adventure fan, 1 viewed| 
the prospect of reviewing the 
latest Level 9 game with 
excitement. This particular game| 
marks something of a landmark’ 
since it's the first Level 9 

jenture with graphics and, 
much to my surprise, the game 
[doesn't suffer adversely. Granted? 
the location descriptions ares, 
shorter than before, but 1 am, 
assured there is about 38K of 
text 

The game follows on from 
Snowball and features your alter 

im Ki nberley stranded on| 
fen fighting for your| 

scenario is extensive] 
most 

The life. 
with about 250 locations, 
lof them illustrated. I won't give 

The game is full of tricky; 

The illustrations are drawn in} 

designed and do enhance play 

any other software house in this} 
country, Buy it and enjoy. A.W, 

instructions 
case of use 
graphics 
value for mone} 

i] cl 

manual and the usual envelope] 
f for a free hint 

‘Overall, excellent value which, 
in my view, is unsurpassed by} 

the listing of this biblical epic. 
It’s a competent programming 

effort, but I found it stodgy and 
lacking in innovation. Interpre- 
tation of human input was not 
very flexible and it responded 
only to one; oF at most, two- 
word instructions. 

‘On the whole, the plot was a 
refreshing change and I feel that 
the program could well find 
application as an educational aid 
in religious instruction classes. 
I'm not sure that it would find 
favour elsewhere. MB. 

instructions 70% 
playability 60% 
graphics 40% 
value for money 50% 

Cave Fighter 
CBM 64 £6.99 

Bubblebus, 87 High Street, Ton- 
bridge, Kent TN9 1RX 

You shouldn't have much trouble 
in guessing that this is a graphic 
adventure in which you control a 
man through caves. There are 31 
caves each of the same layout 

vM] with changes for variety. The 
caves are wider than the screen so. 
it scrolls to accommodate your 
movements. As expected they are 
inhabited by nasties who mean 
instant death. You can shoot 
them. You can move about by 
walking, jumping or using ropes 
hanging from the cave roof. You 
can jump to different heights by 
setting a jump strength meter. 

‘You can select any cave to play 
and have up to 99 lives. The aim 
is to gain points by killing nasties 
and to complete all the caves. 
The caves become more difficult 

Amazing 
adventures 

This selection of our 
adventure software has been 
hecked over for you by our 
panel of expert reviewers 

Eagle Empire is a version of Chartbuster =: re ig a 
Phoenix and Panic Planet is @ 

cBM 64 £9.95 version of Panic. Bugblaster is a 

Alligata, 1 Orange St, Sheffield version of Catapillar, and quite 
51 4DW good. ‘There is a wide range of 

Creepy crawlies to massacre. 
I have often wondered what — All games are turbo loaded 
software houses do with their and are of a good standard. I did 
products when sales tail off. note that one side of the tape 
Row I know. They bring out a showed the usual poor Alligata 
compendium duplication but fortunately the 

This package contains five other loaded well. The games 
games: Blagger, Eagle Empire, performed wel 
Killer Watt, Panic Planet and Overall an interesting assort- 
Bugblaster. ment which, at £2 a. game 

Blagger is a tricky graphical compares. very well with the 
adventure of very good quality. budget gameseliers. = M.W. 
which is good for many hours of 
Frustration, Killer Watt is more instructions 60% 
bizarre and involves flying about ease of use 85% 
a cave system shooting light graphics 73% 
bulbs, fish, elockwork ducks and_valuefor money 100% 
other’ weird creatures. The first 
Screen is nice and gentle, but the [aie ile il dled 
rest are appalling tricky... good 
fun, 

The Pettigrew 
Chronicies 

48K Spectrum 
£9.95 

" Shards, Suite G, Roycraft Hse, 
15 Linton Rd, Barking, Essex 

Before you faint at the price, I 
should ‘explain that for your| 
money, you get attractive book 
style packaging with two 
cassettes, Each cassette holds 
jtwo substantial adventure games, | 
so at £2.50 per game you cannot 
fault the value for money. 

You take on the mantle of 
Rupert James Pettigrew, secret 

-Zagent extraordinaire and your} 
PArission is to rescue five fellow 

lagents and find the legendary| 
Safras sword. Each of the four] 
|games are separate adventures in| 
their own right, linked by the 
Jcommon theme. 

In parts, the adventures are 
mixtures of semi-arcade games, Bk: 
together with the conventional 
text style approach. I found this| 
quite novel and a refreshing) 
departure from the norm. In{| 
addition the games have a clock 
"one hour = one minute — 

of the theme from Chariots of ‘and 1 wondered what would 
Fire and is of a reasonable /happen if I sat around and made| 
standard graphically. The anima- no keyboard input. After a long 
tion of some of the nasties is wait, one of my agents was 

particularly amusing. ‘bumped off; so the game goes 
A fair game but no better than lon whether you participate or 

average. I became bored after the not! 
first five caves and think that 1 found one or two minor} 
there is better on the market. rough edges programming-wise, 

but. on balance I liked this 
mixture of puzzles, games and 

as you go on. 
The game opens to a rendering 

instructions text adventure and felt 
ease of use represented good value for 
graphics money. MB. 
Value for money 

instructions 90% 
playability 084 graphics 60% 
Value for money 90% 

kkk 
a 
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Stock Car 
Electron £6.95 

Micro Power, Sheepscar Hse, 15 
Sheepscar St’ South, Leeds LS7 displayed at the top of the 
IAD. screen. Next to this display is a 

horizontal bar indicating your 
speed. When you have completed 
your chosen number of laps the 
‘ar spins around to the sound of circuit and avoid colliding with a tune, indicating that you have 

your opponent’s car. won. 
Before the game starts you are This game is quite fast with asked to select the percentage of adequate graphics. The control skid, the numbers of laps you keys are logically selected — an 

wani and whether you want any ideal game for the young at 
oil patches on the track. When I heart. 
selected 99 per cent skid, which is 
the maximum, I found myself 
skidding all over the track. But 
the computer cars were driving as 
if the skid factor was 0 per cent. 
A bit unfair I thought. 

To help you control your car 
there are four gears available to 
you. Your selected gear and the 
umber of completed laps are 

‘Wj This game can be played by one 
or two players. The idea is to 
control a stock car around a 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Ghouls 
Amstrad cpc 

464 £6.95 
Micro Power, Sheepscar Hse, 15 
ISheepscar St’ South, Leeds LS7, 
TAD. 

}This game is available for four 
different machines and_ this| 
Version is second to none. It is a 

Piylaclders and levels game with four 
Junique screens each providing a 
Inumber of hazards and oppor- 
tunities. 

You are in a haunted house, i 
the form of a Pacman- 
creature, and must recover 
Igems that are on the top floor. 
On the way you can score by 
eating the edibles and you must 
lavoid the ghoul who tries to 
leatch you out. Luckily he moves} 
slowly and you can dodge away| 
from him. 

There is even a ghoul-destroy- 
ing pill, which must leave such 
bad breath that he clears off the 
screen immediately. 

The killer spikes, walking 
platforms and" moving} 
floorboards all make life more 
difficult. Despite the small 
Inumber: of controls, left/right 
land jump, this is a difficult and 
addictive game. 

f 

Pacmania 
CBM 64 £7.50 

Mr Chip, Neville Pl, Llandudno, 
LL30 3BL 

I know that you are thinking “Not another Pacman. clone This program is a new improved ‘The music and sound effects go. fester version of the old are some of the best I have heard| frvourte for this machine. Animation ist °° The layout is the same with the excellent and even the animated Wy usual’ ghosts, fruit, dow ard high score chart is worthy of rotound hero. It does have a few pra enhancements including. several respects. ‘mazes and. hyper-ports. ‘These 
Ports enable you to escape from tight corners and they dump you in another position in the maze The ghosts appear to. be slightly heastier and faster than previous versions, and 1 settled for eating dots and fruit rather than, try" to. get them, Things didn’t seem t0 get much harder a you progressed through the Screens. 

instructions 
playability 
leraphics 

value for money 
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The Olympics has 

Practice mode 
players can take 
choice of several 

to spirits 
Here is a selection of arcade 
games which take you from 
the Olympic stadium to a 
mysterious haunted house 

Grapl 

all the animation and 
features. The sound is equally 
good. 

T query the logic in bringing 
out an enhanced version 
old game. In spite of it’s virtues, 
L cannot see it selling as well as it should. If you don’t have a copy ace : instructions of (Pacman, however, get this playability . LW. graphics 
instructions 
ease of use 
graphics 
value for money 

summer 
available. At the end of each Games event the medal ceremony takes CBM 64 place. Record scores are £19.99 (elise) — orded on the disc for future 
games. Quicksilva, PO Box 6, Wim- The graphics are excellent bourne, Dorset BH21 7PY 

plethora of games based on athletics events. Summer games is a more original collection and 
includes swimming and running, pole vaulting, gymnastics, diving 
and clay pigeon shooting 

The swimming and running 
tended to be mindless but the 
other events required a little skill and practice. The game is disc 
based and offers nice options 
and excellent graphics. 
want to perfect your perform- ance in any events, there is a 

Up 

cally the game is as 
‘g00d as the arcade original with 

using sprites on multicolour hi- 
resolution backdrops. There is 
an opening ceremony with 
Olympic flame and doves. The 
sound is good with nice tunes 
and applause. 

This is streets ahead of the 
others in graphics, animation, 
realism and originality. It is 
however rather over priced. 

produced a 

Mw. 
instructions 90% 
ease of use 90% If you graphics 100% 
value for money 75% 

Pee kk ok ok Ok part anda 
jonalites is 

Swag 
Electron £6.95 P/ 
Micro Power, Sheepscar Hse, 15 
Sheepscar St’South, Leeds LS7| 
1AD 

This is a strange game that is more likely to be an acquired 
taste than an instant bit. 

It is unusual in that it is a two] 
player game and only really 
begins “to work when you 
compete against another player. I find that the computer is almost unbeatable in the practice mode. 

The aim is to steal }250,000 
before your opponent. What are Wwe teaching our children? This is 
done by collecting gems that appear on the sereen and taking them to your hideout, 

The difficulty comes in the 
form of the Killer Droids hired by the insurance companies to stop you. They force you to drop] Your gems and return home if 
You get caught. Added to this 
there are the police cars. that} follow you around if shot at,f gold to buy more ammunition 
for your six shooter, Smileys who send your opponent away, cans of beer and the DH, the 
Purpose of which eludes me. 

In all, this is a complex game| 
that takes some getting used to ‘but which can be great fun if you 
have an opponent 

colour 

of an 

value for money 

kak k 



TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
TI99/4A 

EDUCATIONAL MODULES 

For a free price list and further information send a s.a.\ 

4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, HONITON 
DEVON EX14 8QS. TELEPHONE (0404) 44425 
Accoss jormions taken by § seleohooe 
All p are inclusive VAT and p&p. 



SPECTRUM/2X81 PROGRAMMING 

_Foolproof 
input check 

Programs sometimes crash 
when you press the wrong key 
at input. David Nowotnik, HCW 

regular writer, shows you 
what to do to prevent this 

problem 

be integer). If you want to 
check for decimal numbers, the 
most convenient way is to 
incorporate a counter, which 
will count the number of 
decimal points found as the 

150 
1 

n=n+1: GOTO 140 
IF n 1 THEN GOTO 

100 

The routine is best employed 
check routine moves along the | as a subroutine to allow all 
entered string. If the court | numeric input requests to be 
exceeds one, then the entry is | checked. You could improve 

One omission in many of the | characters lie between 0 and 9. | invalid. the routine by adding some 
Here are some program lines 

which can be added to the 
original check routine (plus line 
125) to give a complete numeric 

user-friendly messages to tell 
the user that his input is invalid. 

The routine is written for the 
Spectrum, but should work on 

If any fall outside this range, 
line 130 returns you to the input 
Fequest. 

serious application programs I 
receive to review for HCW is 
the lack of a check routine in 
numeric input. Looking at the 
listings of these programs, the | an error message on the screen | input check. the ZX81, apart from line 127 lines which request a number | (this would make the routine in which there are two state- 
are usually just INPUT x (or | more user-friendly) before | 105 LET n ments, which must be separated another variable). If, by 
mistake, a key other than a 
number or a_minus sign is 
entered as the first character of 
that number, then on pressing 
ENTER, the program will crash 
with the error message ‘Variable 
not found! Good programs 
should not crash so easily. The 
way to avoid this is to 
incorporate a routine to check 
that all the entered characters 
are valid. 

‘An example of this is given in 
the program lines below: 

100 INPUT xS, LINE 

You could alter this to print 

returning to the input request, 
Once you have confirmed that 
the input is valid, then the VAL 
function can be used to convert 
the string x$ to the required 
numeric variable, e.g. LET x = 
VAL x$. 

This routine will only allow 
the entry of a positive, integer 
number (or zero). The check 
routine will have to be more 
elaborate if you wish to check 
for an initial plus or minus sign, 
or check for a decimal point if 
you wish to enter more complex 
numbers. 

If a plus or minus sign is 
110_IF x$="”” THEN GOTO | entered then it must appear as 

100 the first character to be valid. 
120 FOR i=1 TO LEN xS(i) | Therefore, a line to check for 
130 IF x$(i)__ “0 OR xS(i)_| this could be: 

“9” THEN GOTO 100 
140 NEXTi 125 IF i=1 AND (xS(1)=“+”" 

OR xS(1)=‘‘-"") AND LEN 
In line 100, you are asking for 

a string input. The LINE 
function removes the quotation 
marks from either side of the 
flashing cursor giving the 

x$_ THEN GOTO 140 

The length of string check in 
this line is required otherwise 
entry of just ‘* +" or ‘*-"” would 

appearance that a numeric | be valid. 
input is required. Provided that] A decimal number could 
you have not simply pressed | either contain one decimal 
ENTER (line 110), the string is 
checked to see if all the 

point, or no decimal points (if 
the number entered happens to 
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127 IF xS( THEN LET for the ZX81. 
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REMAKE$# £88 KWOROWISE te teesees ees 1 
2 REM#424G .D.SYKES+M.A.EYRE &eeh¥e% 
SOREM@# £42 eeRIULY 198444 ¢¢¢Kue eH ED 
‘4 -REM&¢€% (OLR R44 #434 
S, PRINT *\2"? POKES3260 61 POKES3281 ,7 
7°GOTO1a8) 
18. DIMAS 188),/BSC198)5C#¢108>,08¢100),ESC100> 
15 FORY=8T0S9 
20. READASCY > YESCY) CSC ¥) ,DSKY) SCY) 
25 NEXTY, 
28 RDeI 
30 G=itsc=8 
BS XSi RO- Nee 
3S 'REM##CCLR.Ch4CRSR DOWN J2%CSR RIGHT,CTRL+7> 
90. PRINT" \2aMESCORE ROUND. QUESTION? 
94° REM#(34CSR RIGHT) (13%CSR RIGHT) ( 12¥4CSR (RIGHT) * 
45’ PRINT" hit** SC)“ onem—nmes: : 20: emma’ 5 

NSINTCRNOY P9¥4> +1 
ONNGOTO2006;/2000,4900 S090 
FORT=17T018003NEXTT#Q=0+1: TFO>ISTHENSAD 
GoTose 

10 PRINT*E"YSPCC152 1" kee eee ae 
11 PRINTSPC (15> 5" sWORDUISE Re” 
120) |PRINTSPC(15)) "#etketeeee® 
130/PRINTSPC (15> s"gMOGGIESOFT* 
148. PRINTSPC (159) "meeem(soames*” 
150° PRINTSPC C1593 "kee exkee ee” 
159 REMk*(2*CSR RIGHT >¢1*OSR\ DOWN) (CTRL#1)(CTRL+3> eA 
169. PRINT" MMMEETHE WORD CIN BLACK AT THE TOP. OF THE" 
170 PRINT" BMPAGE 1S THE *KEY")WORD. YOU WILL BE" a 
160 PRINT" BBISHOWN.A LIST (OF @ WORDS) TN) mH ITEMS 
1.900 PRINT MBMITYPE IN. THEY WORD- YOUeTHINK MEANS MosT® 
200, PRINT“BBINEARLY THE SAME AS THE KEYS WORD! ® 
210 |PRINTSPE< 16) *MBCORES* 
220 PRINTSPOCI6)s "Meta Ke” 
230 -PRINT*PmMEMe POINTS ARE pwAROES, FOR ACCORRECT" 
248 PRINT" MBIANSWER ON THE: FIRSTATTEMPT,ANO;S™ 0" ™ 
250 PRINT" MPOINTS ON. THE: SECOND TRY «* 
260 PRINT" MMmMlO\QUESTIGNS IN.EACH ROUNTsG0QR LUCK |» 
270 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TOoSTART, 
280 /GETASt IFASS” * THENeSo 
29@ GoTGia 
320 PRINT" ARRMIETYOUR SCORE WAS. 2SC#” OUT, OF iee.* 

30S PRINT! PAN ROUND. |" 2RO 
386 \RO=RO+4 
a7! IFRD>SANDSC=160THENSARD 
908, IFRO>1@THENSOSS 
3410 IFSC=100THENSSa: 

IFSC3?7OTHENSIO 



a Vin) 5 rig-} FORCES ee so Siesta 6 reel sc Mon hj 
’ ck n. B \. a boyd 7 Ktome 1 aa v. (ch Dyrert alate ot. - Dislo te (joint etc.); so ~amdcl 

brok S pana 

PRINT" mmMBOT, TOO. Goon, MAYBE! YOU°NEEO” PRACT TOE 
ees PRINT mime IKaTRY:RARDER NEXT TINE | 20070368 
so0/hg Ne Magee S600 (KEE FRYING, YOU, Lt) IMPROV: 
240° PRINT aa! EATIBeT?: CAN MAKE 100 NEXT, Te 
359. PRINT, wig! megs row 80 3 AGATA 
BECCIFRO> 1OTHENGASS %, 
365, PRINT 

Vik 

coves Jack? asa_lAhe 

su Nb? v. (-bb-: 

(horse, carria*” é 

on hire thusg 

¥ 370 Getas: IRAS= "ATHENS? gra OF time-sery nods) ate 

l 380) LFA: ln is act sq backwards; 5 

be 7 (asenatngeaty ier ene a i “3 1 nt posyian * 

e Woh Gn ADR fobvieRe, coneceimaeirD cube” R lL ff &:Casion YS 
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ie gp afr IM, CRIPPLE /SEA,MOST,ANGER, BME a. yy Rtoni¢ Ws z 

1e3e. DATAGR IME. TLLEGALFOREBOD ING ¢ SEP Ppt, . a6 Ppos —— | s 
1049 DATAALIEN, FORE TGN, FRIEND LENO. PASSAGE 3 eal Ine? 80 

~ S458" DATALUCRE }MONEY,,RUST2SH INE ae Stow; a m6 n. (c log ) Amnee - ea 
mu {}@SQLDATAAL IAS -NICKNADE /SORRY GLOBE ;mAP_ | 0 2amm0‘nia n, “qe Pu ais = 

k “ TE, ‘a0 ei ‘107@: DATASP INE -BACKBONE /ROTATE -LASH /GROOVED ve‘mgeance s for. wrong c 

1690 DATABERATE ,SCOLD ,DEYALGE,/POOR -ANGRY: 

gS 
1062 DATAREFUND- RE Inge DENY soRRON ALL retribution g £3 Ss; 

28? |[Eise0 DATAPREVARICATE QUIBBLE, CHEAT, REFUSE 0 1SOBEY® a netc. g 
A : was exp4 

& ef} fiie cATAMORSEL PIECE -HUMPN, SHELLF ISH -TINY,,, righe 2 g ‘than the wird 
erp, _ 1 2@{DATIASARSEN,, BOULDER? TANK WARRIOR , VINEG ir? IT fil gs rina 

. ||ax8, DATAPURGE SCLEANLEH ETE FLOQ0 - ‘SPEND: a8 §: se (-rin}] , 
(| }2a99 DATADEFER:POSTPONE -ADMIP> DENY -RECOMERO! prec.) * a3, § F Naren.) a ~ (Wa 

Praa.S@ DATADEFRAY REPAY -| WEAR SENEMY BATTLE, house for ch 5 g & moryn, OF more 
oa PRICE WOOD ,Ci GARMENT. OCK oA vnort die) 
era ban ‘Open TONION, PRE TEND 7SPILa ny oes, CAO! Nh 

“ae. onmmenerain-rentcire tose, JOKE,,RORMULA Sandia cia 
1.90, DATARAGENT -GARNIVAL -DES IGNED - TRADE! nese oO nie |S on. (Al. ~ 

4 thee: —AROTAREVEL ARTY - DISCLOSE; TAN ‘On position, slp 
oy |ATARUNCI BLE , SPOON, FU A 0 ron gan fr 

jaTAMALLET | ee = t te Pt 
” DATAGLAUSE-PROVISQ NAILS ,C MESSAGE () 7  S- S a a (wre Es 
Strvceugpee oterensee egal ae Re vacomposition in 

6 orm me ean oe be “hetar ice, or whic 

278 ce sare GE RIGID MO NTA, eee aw? 308, MAG 7k pistuncs [Is ve 

5 ENT ICI ‘otros tno Pre Strike manent a 
: ESP ROVERB a (Med.) © while ¢ 

: EE CARR SS Neavep nil age, ‘needle £°°d opportunitfl® 
$' nnfire foe HOS 

Aes paratenes “i Mi Reo BET ihn By ede) u, 

« JORTAMANREGU TY HEL ol whose ic IGAR. ) b ?cunda) often | 
LO || Hs8eimarany ake ALS, COMPOST, pumeeeirs ane US nr. 1, |b 
SS S°}| trzaeoparal RINGMISHAP + his ‘ lute, fabbr, 

D5 (Baza BR SAT GRAPECOUN/TRATTORIF ISH oXer Phys, rom. 
yy sfc -4gee rales {pene Neapogass GUM! le; tion: “claser wo 

PM ; 1 SSURE aati py ane a 
6 c rials rete esis YEMARS Sees Y or 

” Oy “DATAG JONSTRALNT5 BB! ir IRMNESS SET! ns 

SOPH beeper ers itis mre oe sees ii ‘ house, gard 

So \4P aie) batAigathscoT, PANKEL ING -Gi A BHtLb, DEGICAIOE sxhibj Me 
er she DATATURG 10, SHOLEEN, LAZ¥sC0 RGESOn. 2. (arch.j@fer? on anda 
ta. han ‘oes PL Paiecamnaieencimnsn (Fe: ) commit ser 22 O0~. 

2 442. en etfs -RROLONGEBS INAGHIME -QEADs “e/iorin, os /psonin ” 
\ RECALEATRANT :PNRUL YW STURRORN PY EG x on o} 

“_ monitor cee, tion ‘(-n-g-)n. Cig + opsont 
a st 20nfro’n¢ (_; pl-, esp. as int.) congratulator; sp ae 

facing: LL concratulatia (ac nrerc + «- ey 4 



sea Vor 7 Be iracnmen oe NGS TRIVIAL SUNHAPR EN Al ; 
cy ty, TAF LAMBD YANT SHoWY “EXAGGERATED, -SURNING FLOR TARLE, 208 baal 
A DATATRENCHANT | INciS {GE veREAD®, NIMBLE JEINED ¢ 
neal LAR, CIRGULBR EARLY -ABOL LSH; SALARY 

# rages Neste! 7e0URDD HATE RHOLE » PRISON, CARAVAN J 

ove; hsoe eemonmonen? T -B SRUTE/,ORROS BYE} MODIFY), OUTGOING’: 

UTRAMARTRE COLQURGUNDERWATER <SAILOR , SEM IE ne 
me he 0, GERY IN + CANNON , | BANKER, RIDICULE a 
aoe ‘DATAPHLEGHATIC, SLUG-1SH ANNOYED ARRITABLE , GEKEROUS\¢s 

thisae FACALUPNY/SLANDER:, DISASTER WASTE DISLIKE “por, 
ASSPADATAGS UNREY CURVE FEARFULL -REFUSAL -WARDEN 

MATTOCK’, TOD REDZSALOR: THREATEN ©” 

nt. eee. DATATARPON, F ISH; CANVAS , PLANT ,ELEMENT 
Tua SbatAeucow1e FRUSTIC -/PLAGUE’) CHEERF GEL RIND 1SERT ION, 
Pa, fasee [DATAATROPHYVUAST ING -ARFARE, BLUNDERDARIZE | 
an, H asab" opr ageeelnanyy foNia 18y /Gxetu Tee cfi.000 Ihe REVOLUTION 

| 11 6a@00, TACOUNTERES INF WE LLODY/ NEEDLEWORK: BALANCE» RADUMENT 
‘8 ine 59 0ORTASURPL ICE, ESTYENTSEXTRASHIASTAGEABUNDANTM© mia » 
mani Y66e, patastaTutE ;LAW/SCULPTURESUNMOVING,, HETGHT = ow : 
aRY? 9670 DATARUBLLCUNO RUDDY -RIVER STOUT GAME 5 

ei} 17@e DATAEMBROCATION, LINIMENT , PRAYER: TAVOLVEMENTI PLEADING © 
SSQIDRTAGARRET, -ATTIC /GEMSTORE «THEATRE, EXECUTES 

AZ12. DATAEMANC TRATE JFREE /STARVE MMPOVRISH EXPECTATION) © 
3.728 DA TARMERI TUS, RET LREDZHONORARY -O.1STINGUISHED -ABRAB IVE: 

tal )DATAPRAGMAT IC, MECOLE SOME ,UNCONCERNED’, USEFULL STOIC 
Reve, “Y7a9) DATASLE IGHT, DEXTERITY - INSUBSTANTIAL, IGNORE,SLIM) S © 

1750 ‘DATASIBILANT/H1SS ING BROTHER, STLENTLY ,UNKNOWING: 
1786! DAAQUERUUDUS pe 
puget PATASTRINGENT;R IGORGUS; STINGING -1,0U0 , Canela = 

(SATASARCORHAGUS COFFIN; WINDP IPE... Soecemsron AMID * é 
Nt798 BATAGR ILSE FISH CARTILAGE, niet. oe Nn pos: 
eo “DATAIBTOSYNCRASY PECULIAR LP, Ct 
618 DATAPERSONABLE. HANDSOME |) 

"lIrasse. Esonmnsetats - HOUNO CLERGYMAN, SIGNALS BRACELET: goot 
q 36! Sead 8 HANG OVERLAP, SKEWER,OISTRUST, acky 

S88 °DATARRATERNI TY, BROTHERHOOD: FaTwenoun 616 TENGE AommeRNonD. 

MELA INING ,. aria Bom lanpe cvasteo Ten nee 

Tabs Inet ieee evens 38 
pe ¥ - 

4 ‘@2e OATAADDUCE,C ITE, SOLVE ;co URDE,, i j 
on Teae ontaneecesente.faiski fv net penpuan tate CEREMONY ; ; 

‘o> of | 2898 DATAPRI TGATE ,WASTEFULL ,ABUNDANT ve PUNISH £ be ; 
sf Sol ts prego DATAMAI ST SPEvEN ,ORUIUe: evita TE. Peanet Bes; b 
vs ontneviesces PLEET ING, SPARKLING, 'TYPICAL , COLOURFUL y, sf Tt 
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: heaped IRI iE CAI s parr iA TYLE < aH While ¢ 2 
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PR LNT" RRS" 5 OF <x > 
PRINT! i eis” 5 ES CX) 
PNEUT *mMMTHE “WORD Is 47 RS 
LFRS=<BS( x) THENS OAS: 
INRUTQRIND.GO, AGAING "3 S¥ 
TESS485 (x) THENTOBO! 
PRINT" MMRRBBRONG,. THE WORD 1Sm “5 BS<x) FK=x+11GOTOES: 
REM#(D#CRSR RT-2*CRSR Oly, CTRE#TI#* (CTRL+S /RVS OND ##(RVS OFF -CTRL+7 0.8% 
PRINT * MAREE TOLS- THE WORD” SENEARES TERE IN MEANTNGOTO * 
PRINT “ SaRSeReReREnmmme * 5 AS 6X > 

PRINT * eee mmtes” 10% <x > 

PR INT* See eeRenmmm” 7S <x > 
PRINT’ Seemann” 5.6.x > 
PRINT" 2 ome +8 SCX) 

INPUT" @MNBITHE WORD IS "FRE 
IFRS=BS¢X ) THENS OOS 
INPUT“ mmINO.GO"AGAIN “2S% 
IFS$-886X9 THENTOOO 
PRINT * MMMMBIRGONG THE, WORD, ISm "7s 8SCRI4%=x+1 1 GO TOSS 
PRINT*MRMMIBBRONG) THE WORD ‘15° *;8%¢K> RETURN 
REM&(1#CRSR/RT,2*CRSR_ Dbl, CTRU+7Z) ## (CTRL +3)/RVS ON) **(RVS GFF /CTRL+7 7 ¥* 
PRINT*MMMEBIHAT ISTHE WORD tagNEARES TERA IN MEANING TO" 
PR INT" eerie "7A: CX > 

PRINT" ce mmmmmess” + 0S CH) 

PRINT" RRepeemms 7 ESCH) 

PRINT * 2mm * > 8S Cx > 
PRINT| eens” CCX > 
TNPUT." SETHE WORD IS "PRE. 
IFRS=BS(% > THENSOOS 
INPUT" BMBNO.GO/AGAIN "3S® 
IF S$=BS(% > THEN7A8S 
PRINT 1 MMMRONG 6 THE (WORD ISm "4 BECKI 'X=K#1 1GOTOES 

REM#(1#CRSR RT ,2*CRSR -OW,CTRL+7)#4 (CTRL43 ,RVS ONECRVS OFF -CTRL+7)## 
PRINT MMMEBIHAT ISTHE WORD BRINEARESTEE)TN MEANING TO” 
PRINT * nee memes > AS x) 
PRINT * menementes” + EC)" 

PR INT" ee mms" 55 CX > 
PRINT) mmrims” + CS <x > 

PR INT * Rs” £05 >> 
INPUT" MMIITHE WORD 1S. "FRE 
TFRSSBS¢x XTHENSAS 
INPUT*MRENO .GO’ AGAIN "485, 
IFS$2B8 (x2 THENTARO 
PRINT* MMMMMBARONG. THE WORD ISS "3BS(X)tk=X+1eGOTO6S 

PRINT ieee CORRECT! 18 POINTS “#SC#SC4181%=X+1'GOTOES 

PRINT" MMmmECORRECT!2 TRIESSO ONLY 5 POINTS™#SCRSC+StX=%+11GOTOES 
PRINT JMIAMAZ ING 1 fo SCORE OF 100%” 

PRINT" ON ROUND TEN." 
PRINT SER DUTHENKG YOU SHOULD REWARD “YOURSELF * 
PRINT *SRMRiemssITH A.GAME OF ‘SPACE INVADERS. ' 
PRINT” i RTTHANKS FOR PLAYING: * 

PRINT! MS YE FOR NOW; -). 

ENO 
PR [NT * is + + 4 4 + +s” 
PRINT es SSAME OVER 
PRINT" RRRRRnmbmnmes 4 +4 «44444 * 
PRINT nem OU DIO] VERY WELLS THAT! DIME ! © 
PRINT " MRMMBNOW YOU | HAVE SEEN ALE 188 QUESTIONS »* 

PRINT? MAREXOU “WILL. SCORE) EVEN. HIGHER NEXT (TIME. *tGOTOBE48 



LOW LOW PRICES 
ON ALL OUR 

COMPUTER GAMES 

Merrals Wood Garage, 
Merrals Wood Road, 
Please send for follow 
Tenclose a self-addres: 
Please tick box to show make of 

BBC 
Commodore vic Orie 

Name 
Address 

Title € 
Title £ 
Title. € 
Send (or list o 
‘summer sale ma 
Packing, and V. 
Video. 

@ IMMEDIATE DELIVERY @ 

AMSTRAD /SPECTRUM 
ARE YOU 

AN EXPERT IN 
THE FIELD OF MICROCOMPUTERS 

NOW YOU CAN BE WITH 

MICRO IQ 
4000 MULTICHOICE QUESTIONS/ ANSWERS. 

LEARN RARE POKES. 
IMPROVE YOUR PROGRAMMING 

ALSO AMSTRAD DRAW 
THE FIRST DRAW UTILITY 

(FOR CPC 464 ONLY) 

ALSO RETURN OF THE JEDI (SPECTRUM 
ONLY) 8 SPEED LEVELS WITH ‘ACTIONKILL’. 
BEAT OUR HIGH SCORE FOR SPECIAL PRIZE 
(AMSTRAD VERSION AVAILABLE SOON) 

ALL PROGRAMS £5.50 EACH INC. 
SEND CHEQUE/P.O. TO 

M. K. CIRCUITS 
16 SOUTH PARADE, GRIMSBY DN31 1TX 

Page 28. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 20 November 1984 

REGARDEZ 
LANGUAGE LEARNING AIDS FOR 
FRENCH, GERMAN & SPANISH 
SS 
FOR L8C(SA) - ELECTRON 

SECTRUM (48K) 

KOSMOS SOFWAI 1 Piigiims Close, Harlington, DUNSTABLE. Beds. LUS 61x 



400-471. bribe subroutine 
500-580, fight subroutine, how 

much money the monster foie: 
How it works 610-670 running subroutine SEN ey Sparc nen 

9130 opening display ned eimend be ath oa aL THEN LET AS="HUTANTS 
140-300 information (choosing ‘are not monsters 3 

castle and strength) 3020-3060 end of game choice: 100 
321-354 information: which play again or not INT aay. 85 ENTERED 

monster you have found, |] 9000-9030 running out of power CASTLE OF “; AS; ‘ST 
how many points you both [Ji] 4_ points, end of game SHE FGe°ro ébtLect THe Loot 
have, and how much money 20 running out of money 
you have routine 4 48@ PRINT * ON HIS WAY HE WIL 

355-392. asks what you wish to |f)| 9998-9999 save game and run it MEET STRANGE CREATURES WHO HE 
do: run, fight or bribe ‘on loading HUST FIGHT, BRIBE OR RUN AUAY FRO 

181 LET_S=INT (RND#4000) +1 
182 IF 53<2080 THEN GOTO 181 

9 NO OMTEH GIVES Hines ° POUR ENGT FOR I=. oa TO 10, way NSONMAES GAYS THE HonSteRs TART 
cape og i AS a € Meer RERSURI HAVE CERTAIN AMOUNTS ; RE 20 PRINT AT 2,6; Er He Sears .e UP, 
30 PRINT AT 2,6; " 

sT 

p33" 

324 LET r=I+2 
32S LET 5-5-5 
326 IF I=100 THEN SCROLL 
327 IF I=10@ THEN PRINT “1 STEP 
328 IF S<1 THEN GOTO _svee 
323 IF _Fia THEN GosuB ssBe 

332 Te x>100 THEN GoTo 700 > 
STEERS” " IS AN. IF X=2 THEN LET BS$="A YAMPT 

ALLY" AN ELFIN BOUNTY HUN X=2 THEN LET 83="A WEREW 

TSi LET X=INT_(RNDS4) $1 =3 @IAN 
162 IF X=1 THEN LET AS="DARKNES a0 See eee 



349 IF X=4 THEN HANGER” 
344 X=S THEN 

X=6 THEN 
X=7 THEN 

BS="A WIZAR 

Bs="YOUR WI 

X=@ THEN BS="A FRIRY 

X=9 THEN Ler TRE! 
Xite FRew Cer 3s SUBERN 
X=6@ OR X=10 THEN GOTO 1a 

FuyOU HAVE FOUND “7BS 
iia you: 

CUR IGHT RUN OR BRIBE?" 
“INPUT F/R OR B” 

If Up="8" AND F.a THEN GOTO 

THEN Gare sea 
THEN GOTO see 

“" THEN GOTO 371 

ET D=INT (RND#100) +2 
EARL? THEN GOTO 420 

2D THEN PRINT “PHEW,you 
QUT OF THAT.” a 

Lal 101 

AAA AWWA WO 

So 4 i 0 tet 

372 
379 
362 
3380 
330 
392 
392 
408 
401 

IGE? 
410 
420 
430 
441 
445, 
Jus 
450 
451 

DX 

A 
“YOU GREA 

ey, 4 
ol rr: mi z: a bt 5 

DDDZDV<DD 

is i 
iam 

‘a iss i 

INT (RAND #180242 
FERGtse THEN GoTo see 

THIS MONSTER HAS ¢;G BPESVOGI 

“POINTS ,HOW MANY WILL 

AACLAA ANAT aR APR 

one. 
rer CET _O=sINT (RNO#7) +4 

ape @=3 THEN Beeeet. 
@23 THEN PRI 

if IT WON'T ABLE. 
SCROLL 
LET _TsINT (RND#20@) +1 desig eat aeo8 feed 
INP! 4 
LET @=INT (RND#2) +4 
LET _V=INT (RND#3@) +2 
SCROLL 
IF 4>Ga2-Y AND O@=2 THEN PRI 

"YOU SURE ARE MEATY.” 

AND_O=3 THEN PRI 
NT “OK HE-MAN, DON" "T Shaw OFF.“ 
S41 IF MoGs2-U THEN LET F=FsT 
S42_IF 4>G AND MiGs2-0 THEN PRI 
NT "THAT MONSTER GAVE YOU A DIRT 

S43 SCROLL 
S44 IF M26 AND Miese-y THEN PRI 

NT “KICK AND STOLE SOME MONEY.” 
S45 IF MG AND MiGs2 THEN LET F 

SS@ IF M<G THEN SCROLL 
S51 IF M<G THEN PRINT 

+S, HEAD 

OOUNAPSOOZIOPACONDHOPOHSAG: 
caganaaaamad 
BOOVNDER DEE 

“THAT MON 

SMASHED you.” 
IF_M<G_THEN GOTO 3020 
CET S=s-mn 
SCROLL 
GOTO S20 
LET =INT 
LET 5=5-10 
gcROLL 

K=2 THEN PRINT “YOU ARE 
ERED, YOU_CAN ONLY” 

21 THEN ScROLL 
TF Red THEN PRINT “FIGHT NO 
IF _K=1 THEN GoTO sea 
PRINT “YOU GOT AWAY.” 

(RND #10) +2, 

(RND#2) 42 

9 ot 

DEO! 

Lucky you,eLves E || 
eb 

. HAVE A FEAST,AND IMP 
POPPApe 7H EQ@eZ008 L 

“STRENGTH AT THE SAME 
ET S=5+50 

i@ GOTO 320 ISHHREChR PG GOON RH! 
MIFAMVEIGN POOS 

QOOKH HADHRDEHMHR BRS BEE 
10 8! ry Ie} D: 10 im ig 
SOSH 4 

3@28 scRoLc: 
3@23 LET Ds: SNKEY. 
3030 IF Ds 
3032 IF Os a 
9046 IF DS="N" THEN PRINT “OX ,BY 
— 
30S IF Ds="" THEN GOTO see 
3060 Srop 
7808 SCROLL 
2001 PRINT “WELL DONE, YOU HAVE R 
SecheD THE 

7004 SCROLL 
2708S PRINT 
2 YOUR QUES” 

";8;" POWER POT 

Fs beere 
OL 

Boas PRINT “SUPREME RICHES ARE Y 

SO2e@ GOTO 3e20 
9088 SCROLL 
9018 PRINT “YOU HAVE RUN DUT OF 
POWER _POINTS” 
9015S SCROLL 
2020 PRINT “YOU ARE DERD” 
3838 GOTO se20 

388 BERT you nave ia RUN OUT OF 
OOUGH TOUGH” 

ris 
Lo buck.« 
“NO MORE BRIBING FOR 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Hit the 
jackpot! 

Andew Bird's fruit machine 
game gives you the chance to 
gamble with your holiday 

money without hurting your 
pocket 

This game is based on the fruit 
machines which are a familiar 
sight to everyone. The only 
difference with this program 
that you don’t have to risk any 
money to enjoy yourself 

The object of the game is to 
obtain a line which has cither 
Wo or three fruit characters the 
same in order to win. It’s a bit 
more expensive than normal 
fruit machines however since 
each go costs £1. 

You are armed with your 
holiday money and you must 
decide how much of it you are 
prepared to risk on the game. If 
you lose it all you can forget 
about endless days on a sun 
baked beach! 

There are only two keys to be 
used with this program. They 
are: Break space — for each go, 
and E — to exit the game when 
you think that your winning 
streak is running out. 

5-26 
30-150 
200-500 
1000-1200 

2000-2160 

3000-3080 
44000-4030 
5000-5100 
6000-6030 
7000-7200 
9000-9090. g 

How it works 

| 
| 

cash y 

fs 
8s 
Dim i, Dim B 

p 
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SPECTRU 

1 REM Jackpot By A.G.Bird 
2 PRINT AT 10,10;"Please Wait": POKE 23609,30 
3 GO SUB 9000 
4 
5 

GO SUB 7000 
LET win=0 

6 RANDOMIZE 
10 LET f$="MNOPGQROPCDEF ABseeGHEF IJKL" 
12 LET gt=" PRESS ‘SPACE’ FOR NEXT ++ OR (E) TO END i 
15 DIM i (21): DIM b(21) 
20 LET i(1)=2: LET i(5)=3: LET i(9)=4: LET i(13)=5: LET i(17)=6: LET i(21)=7 
24 FOR #=1 TO 9: LET b(f)=1: NEXT # 
26 FOR #=13 TO 21: LET b(f)=0: NEXT 
29 REM Draw game 
30 PLOT 1,7: DRAW 0,151: DRAW 15,15: DRAW 80,0: DRAW 15,-15: DRAW 0,-151: DRAW 

-110,0 
40 DRAW 15,24: DRAW -8,64: DRAW 0,49: DRAW 96,0: DRAW 0,-49: DRAW -8,-64: DRAW 

15,-24: DRAW 0,-7: DRAW -110,0: DRAW 0,7 
SO PLOT 16,32: DRAW 80,0: PLOT 8,95: DRAW 96,0: DRAW -14,14: DRAW -68,0: DRAW 

-14,-14 
60 PLOT 8,144: DRAW 14,-14: DRAW 68,0: DRAW 14,14 
70 PLOT 22,109: DRAW 0,20: PLOT 43,109: DRAW 0,20: PLOT 68,109: DRAW 0,20: PLO 

T 90,09: DRAW 0,20 
G0 FOR #=S2 TO 80 STEP 12: PLOT #,40: DRAW 0,32: NEXT # 
90 PRINT AT 1,3; BRIGHT 1; INK 4;"SPECTRUM";AT 2,3; "JACK*POT" 

100 PLOT 112,64: DRAW 16,0: DRAW 0,80: DRAW -8,0: DRAW 0,-72: DRAW -8,0 
110 INK 4: PLOT 158,1: DRAW 0,173: DRAW 96,0: DRAW 0,-173: DRAW -76,0 
120 INK 6: PRINT AT 1,22; "JACK*POT";AT 3,253 "By";AT 5,22; "A.G.Bird” 
130 PRINT AT 6,33 INK 53; "AB"3AT 6,65 "AB"3AT 6,95 "AB"3AT 7433 "mmmm"3AT 7,65 "mmm" 

3A 
T7595" em" 
140 PRINT AT 10,22; BRIGHT 1; INK 5;"YOU HAVE";AT 12,245 "#"scash 
150 PRINT AT 18,23; INK 7; FLASH 1;"PRESS";AT 20,23; "SPACE" 
199 REM Main loop 
200 IF INKEY$="e" THEN GO TO 4000 
205 IF INKEY$<>" " THEN GO TO 200 
210 PRINT AT 18,235" "“3AT 20,233" Ls 
220 LET cash=cash-1 
230 PRINT AT 12,24; BRIGHT 1; INK 5;"#"s;cash;" " 
235 GO SUB 5000 
240 GO SUB 1000: GO SUB 2000 
250 IF win>0 THEN. GO SUB 3000 
260 IF win=0 THEN FOR #=1 TO SO: NEXT f: GO TO 400 
270 LET cash=cashtwin 
280 PRINT AT 12,25; BRIGHT 1; INK S;cash 
290 PRINT AT 16,223 INK i (x); BRIGHT b(x)sf$(x TO x+1)3AT 17,225 ##(x+2 TO x+3) 
3OO PRINT AT 16,25; INK ily); BRIGHT bly) ;##(y TO y+i);AT 17,25;#4(y+2 TO y+3) 
310 PRINT AT 16,28; INK i(z); BRIGHT b(z);#$(z TO 2+1);AT 17,28;4%(z+2 TO z+3) 
320 PRINT AT 19,22; INK 6; "WINS #";win 
330 FOR f=20 TO 30: BEEP .02,f: BEEP .02,f+5: BEEP .02,f+10: BEEP .02,f+15: PAU 

SE #/8: NEXT f 
340 FOR TO 300: NEXT # 
350 FOR 6 TO 20: PRINT AT #,22; NEXT + 
360 FOR #518 TO 20: PRINT AT £,23 NEXT + 
400 IF cash=0 THEN GO T3 6000 
410 FOR f=1 TO LEN gt-9: PRINT AT 18,213 INK 73g$(f TO +9): BEEP .07,-S0: NEXT 
# 
500 GO TO 200 
999 REM Fruit machine working 

1000 LET x=C(INT (RND#*4))*4+1 
1005 IF RND>.8S THEN LET y= 
1010 LET y=C(INT (RND#S))#*4+1 
1015 IF RND>.75 THEN LET z=: 
1020 LET 2=(INT (RND*4))*4+1 
1040 FOR n=1 TO 15 
1050 PRINT AT 6,3; INK RND#7; 
1060 PRINT AT 7,33 INK RND*7: 
1070 BEEP .01,-20: NEXT n 
1080 PRINT AT 6,33; INK i(x); BRIGHT b(x);##(x TO x+1);AT 7,3;f#(x+2 TO x43) 

GO TO 1015 

= GO TO 1040 

S"3AT 6,6; INK RND*7;"SS";AT 6,9; INK RND*7;"SS" 
S"3AT 7,46; INK RND¥7;"SS";AT 7,9; INK RND#*7; "SS" 
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EE a EO 
PROGRAM 

, 

1090 BEEP .03,-10 
1095 FOR n=1.TO 15 
1100 PRINT AT 6,6; INK RND®*7;"SS";AT 6,93 INK 
1120 PRINT AT 7,6; INK RND*7;"SS";AT 7,93 INK 
1130 BEEP .01,-20: NEXT a 
1140 PRINT AT 6,6; INK i Cy); BRIGHT b(y);f#(y TO y+1);AT 7,63f$(y+2 TO y+3) 
1150 BEEP .03,-5 
1155 FOR n=1 TO 15 
1160 PRINT AT 6,9;RND*7;"SS";AT 7,9; "SS" 
1170 BEEP .01,-20: NEXT n 
1180 PRINT AT 6,93 INK i(z); BRIGHT b(z);##(z TO 2+1);AT 7,93#%(2z+2 TO z+3) 
1190 BEEP .03,0 
1200 RETURN 
1999 REM Check for win 
2000 IF x<>y THEN LET win=0: RETURN 
2010 IF z=x THEN GO TO 2100 
2020 IF x=1 THEN LET win=3 
2030 IF x=5 THEN LET win=4 
2040 IF x=9 THEN LET win=2 
2050 IF x=13 THEN LET win=5 
2060 IF x=17 THEN LET win=3 
2070 IF x=21 THEN LET win=4 
2080 RETURN 
2100 IF x=1 THEN LET win=6 
2110 IF x=S THEN LET win=10 
2120 IF x=9 THEN LET win=6 
2130 IF x=13 THEN LET win=30 
2140 IF x=17 THEN LET win=8 
2150 IF x=21 THEN LET win=8 
2160 RETURN 
2999 REM Money 
3000 FOR p=1 TO win 
3020 LET m=INT (RND#3)+18 
3030 LET n=INT (RND#10) +2 
3040 IF ATTR (m,n)=70 THEN GO TO 3020 
3050 PRINT AT m,n; INK 6; BRIGHT 1;"T" 
3040 BEEP .03,50: BEEP .02,60: BEEP .01,50: PAUSE-2 
3070 NEXT p 
3080 RETURN 
3999 REM Finish 
4000 BORDER 4: PAPER 4: INK O: CLS 
4010 PRINT " YOU HAVE ENDED UP WITH # 
4020 FOR f=0 TO 30 STEP 2: BEEP .01,¢ 
4030 PAUSE 0: GO TO 4 
4999 REM Lever 
5000 INK 7: OVER 1: PLOT 112,64: DRAW 16,0: DRAW 0,80: DRAW -8,0: DRAW 0,-72: DR 
AW -8,0 
5005 BEEP .03,-30 
5010 FOR f=0 TO 1: OVER f: PLOT 112,64: DRAW 16,0: DRAW 4,68: DRAW -8,0: DRAW —4 
1760: DRAW -8,0: NEXT f 
5015 BEEP .03,-30 
5020 FOR f=0 TO 1: OVER f: PLOT 112,64: DRAW 16,0: DRAW 8,48: DRAW -8,0: DRAW -8 
1-40: DRAW -8,0: NEXT # 
5025 BEEF .03,-30 
5030 OVER O: PLOT 112,64: DRAW 16,0: DRAW 0,80: DRAW -8,0: DRAW 0,-7: 
5100 RETURN 
5999 REM Lost 
6000 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: CLS 
6010 PAPER 7: INK 1: PRINT AT 3,0;" BAD LUCK ";AT 5,0 
MONEY " 

6020 FOR f=30 TO O STEP -1: BEEP .01,f: BEEP .02,#-S: BEEP .03,f-10: BEEP .04,f- 
15: NEXT # 
6030 PAUSE 500: GO TO 4 
6999 REM Instuctions 
7000 BORDER 6: PAPER 6: INK O: CLS 
7010 PRINT PAPER 1; INK 73" JACKPOT By A.G.Bird. 1984 “ 
7020 PRINT AT 2,2;"You are on holiday and, being"’*"a bit of a gambler 
de"*’"to tackle a one armed bandit in"*‘“the nearby Amusement Arcade. 

costs #1 so how much of"’““your holiday money do you want" "to risk 

RND#*7; "SS" 

Press any key for another.go" 
#/100,#+10: NEXT f 

DRAW -8,0 

YOU HAVE JUST RUN QUT OF 
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7030 FOR #=0 TO 4: PLOT 111+f,44: DRAW 10,-10,-S: DRAW 0,—24: NEXT # 
7040 INPUT “ # “;cash: IF cash<1 THEN TO 7040 
7050 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: INK 7: CLS : PRINT PAPER 7; INK 0;"SPECTRUM JACK*POT W 
INNING LINES" 
7060 FOR f=1 TO 7 STEP 3: GO SUB 7100: NEXT 
7070 FOR f=19 TO 22 STEP 3: GO SUB 7100: NEXT 
7080 GO TO 
7100 PRINT 3 “AB 5 AT 3,45 “mm” 
7110 PRINT BRIGHT 1;"QR";AT 6,3; "OP" 
7120 PRINT 3AT 9, 
7130 PRINT AT 11,#3 INK 6;"GH"3AT 1 
7140 PRINT AT 14,3 INK 2; BRIGHT 1; "MN’ 
7150 PRINT AT 17,3 INK 4; BRIGHT 1;"CD";AT 18,3 "EF" 
7160 RETURN 
7180 PRINT AT 3,13; "SO";AT 6,13; "10"3AT 9,133 "B"Z3AT 12,13; "8";AT 15,135 "6"3AT 18 
4133"6" 
7190 PRINT AT 3,28;"S";AT 6,28;"4";AT 9,28; "4";AT 12,28;"3";AT 15,28; "S";AT 18,2 
a;"2" 
7200 PRINT AT 21,0;"Press any key to start the game.": PAUSE 0: CLS : RETURN 
8999 REM Graphics 
9000 FOR g=65348 TO 65527: READ r: POKE g,r: NEXT g: RETURN 
9010 DATA 255, 0,225, 146,226,147, 146,226,255, 0,142,735, 75,206,73,73 
9020 DATA 0,3,15,51,51,63,63,65,0,192,240,248,248, 252,252,252 
9030 DATA 63,31,31,15,3,0,0,0,252, 248,248,240, 192,0,0,0 
9040 DATA 0,3,15,31,31, 127,255, 127,0, 192,240, 248,248,254, 255,254 
9050 DATA 0,0,0,0,3,15,255,255,0,56, 124,254,254, 254,252,248 
9040 DATA 127,63,31,15,23,99,97 ,0,240,240,224,224,192, 192,192,192 
9070 DATA 28,62,121,1,0,0,0,0,0,24,62, 127,128,128, 128,128 
OBO DATA 12,30,30,12,1,3,5, 1,48, 120,120, 48,128,192,192,128 
9090 DATA 30,33,1,1,97,245,243,97,240,8,0,0, 134,207,207, 134 
9100 DATA 20,21,81,85,85,85,81,21,0,60,126,126,126,126,60,0 

= = oem & 

JINGLES MAIL ORDER 
| SALE! SALE! SALE! 

ACK #POT | 677 HIGH ROAD, STH BENFLEET, ESSEX 587 5SF 
OVER 1400 TITLES AVAILABLE AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE FOR FULL XMAS RANGE 

A.G.Bird ‘THIS WEEKS TOP SELLING MAIL ORDER GAMES 
SPECTRUM BBC 

By 

MONTY MOLE 
|] FOOTBALL MANAGER 

YUU HAVE JET SET WILLY 
FULL THROTTLE 
ANDROID TWO. 
‘STOP THE EXPRESS 
MATCHPOINT 
SABRE WOLF. 
NEBULAR 
MR WIMPY 48K 

I) TrraNic 
WINS £6 HIS ONLY ROCK *N' ROLL 

‘SNOOKER 

FOOTBALL MANAGER 
HUNCHBACK 
EXAMINER 
MR WIZ 
SPRITEMASTER 
SCREWBALL. 
ATARI 
TOMBOY 
SMURF 
MOONSWEEPER 

Reteateetrer doers babbbassaasnas 

Beano BBt: Sssae SSee bhesss 
‘COMMODORE 

JACK POT | surensry MONTY MOLE 
Bu TRASHMAN 

SECRET MISSION 
A.G.Bird |] DALEYs DECATHLON FOOTBALL MANAGER 

BLACK HAWK 
HUNCHBACK 

] STARCOMMAND 
YOU HAVE FALCON PATROL 

4 |] | SNooxER £100 SPACE PILOT 
SPRITEMAN 
MANIC MINOR 

POSTAGE + FINE PACKING — 1-4 CASSETTES — 35p. 
‘OVER 4 — P&P — FREE 

PLUS:— intet, coveco. opyssey, Discs, LASER DISCS, ‘COMPACT DISCS, MUSIC VIDEOS. 
ORDER OUR NEW CATALOGUE NOW, ONLY $0p + LARGE SAE, 

PLEASE STATE MICRO. ‘CHOS/PO’s MADE PAYABLE TO “JINGLES” FAST RELIABLE SERVICE 

Sakeaa 
PLAGUE ALIEN DEMON. 
PIXEL POWER 
SEA WOLFE 
onic 
FLIGHT 401 
HUNCHBACK 

gupunguasanaae SSRRISSSSESSas 
38 



18 
T 
20 
30 
40 
50 
6a 
70 
71 
8a 
98 

How it works 
10-80 set variables. 

y year 110-300 input for jobs 
R population 390-1540 graphics, main F grain rogram 
PO dyke upkeep How it works 
Lat bole 10-80 set variables. ‘Hints on conversion ee eae 110-30, input for jobs infil As the Dragon's language is 

ee - graphics, main|} fairly standard, conversion 
OU:VEY A! chev foniavesion program should be quite simple. 

CLSS:PRINT@224,"THE KINGDOM OF GHELLINGE. “:SCREEN @,1:FORT=1T010@@:NEXT 

cLs 
GOSUB1200 
H=1274 
R= (250+ (RND(117))) :F=101 
Y=1134 
OY=0: 0B=0 
OF=0 
REM 
Y=Y+1:IFY=1170 THENI390 

10@ GOSUBS5O 
11@ FORT=1611017@:SOUNDT, 1:NEXTT 
12@ CLS:PRINT@10," “:PRINT@10, "KINGDOM" 
13@ PRINT"YEAR IS ";¥:PRINT 
14@ PRINT"DEATHS FROM FAMINE ";OF 
15@ PRINT"DEATH FROM FLOOD “;0Y 
16@ PRINT"DEATH FROM BANDITS ";0B 
17@ PRINT: PRINT"POPULATION = "3R 
18@ PRINT"BAGS OF GRAIN = “ 3F 
19) PRINT "ee a ea I IES Eee ae ease eae 
200 PRINT" DISTRIBUTION OF LABOUR" 
21@ PRINT"( YOU MUST USE AT LEAST ONE":PRINT"PERSON FOR EACH JOB)." 
220 PRINT" POPULATION= “;R 
23@ INPUT"DYKE UPKEEP";PO:SOUND2,1 
24@ INPUT"FARMERS";PC:SOUND25, 1 
250 INPUT"GUARDS" ; PB: SOUNDS@,3 
26@ IF PO = ORPC=0 OR PB=@ THEN CLS:PRINT@74,"YOU MADE A MISTAKE.": PRINT" (YOU 
MUST USE AT LEAST ONE":PRINT“PERSON FOR EACH JOB)." :GOTO19@ 
270 PA=R-(PO+PB+PC) 
280 IF PAC@ THEN PO=@ ANDPC=@ ANDPB=@:CLS5:PRINT:PRINT"YOU MADE A MISTAKE":PRINT 
:GOTO190 
290 PRINT"SOLDIERS= ";PA 
3Q@ FORA=1T01000:NEXTA:CLS 
31@, GOSUB690 
328 GOSUB97@ 
338 GOTOBa 
340 OY=(DR/100)*R 
35@ VI=(R/F)*100: IFPA=@ THENPA=1 
360 VA=(PA/R) *108 
37@ IFVI>12 ANDVI<15THEN 390 
382 RETURN 



390 PRINT@172, PRINT@17@," INVASION"; :FORT=1T01@0 STEP25: SOUNDT, 4: NEXT 
T:FORA1=1T0150@:NEXTAL 
420 CLSS:POKE1226, 128: POKE1357 , 128: POKE1290, 128: POKE135@,128:FORP=1825 TO(1567-3 
1) STEPS2: POKEP,, 175: NEXTP: FORP=1026TO (1567-3) STEP32: POKEP , 175: NEXTP. 
41 FORP=1025 TO15S6 STEPS2:POKEP,171:POKEP, 175: POKEP+32, 171:POKEP+32, 175: NEXTP 
420 FORP=(1024+25) TO (1535-7) STEP64: POKEP , 111:NEXTP: FORP=(1024+26) TO (1535-6) STEPS 
4:POKEP,, 92: NEXTP: FORP=(1824+28) TO (1535-4) STEP64: POKEP,, 111: NEXTP: FORP=(1024+29) TO 
(1535-3) STEP64: POKEP , 92: NEXTP 
430 FORP= 1034 TO 1357 STEP 32 
431 POKEP—1 ,249:POKEP , 249: POKEP+1 , 249: POKEP+32, 249: POKEP+31 , 249s POKEP+33,249 
432 POKEP-1,207:POKEP,207:POKEP+1 , 207: POKEP+32, 207: POKEP+31 , 207: POKEP+33,207 
433 NEXTP 
434 POKEP-1 ,249:POKEP ,249: POKEP+1 , 249: POKEP+31 , 249: POKEP+32, 249: POKEP+33,249 
440 IA1 =RND(4) 

PA1=RND (4) 
IF PA1>=IA1 THENSSO 
FORP=(1024+18) TO (1267) STEPS2: POKEP , 255: POKEP , 207: NEXTP: POKEP, 255 
P=1322: POKEP , 255: POKEP-S2, 255: POKEP+S2, 255: POKEP-1, 255: POKEP+1, 255 
FORT=1@8TO2Q@STEP2S: SOUNDT , 2: NEXTT 
PRINT@128,"YOU WERE DEFEATED “ 
PLAY"CDEFG" 
FORA1=1T01000: NEXTA:CLS:GOTO1331 
PRINT@138," YOUR ARMY WON! !" 
Q=INT (PA) +RND(75) 
PRINT@17®, "SOLDIERS LOST= ";0 
PLAY" @4CDEFG" 
R=R-@: PA=O 
IF R<@ THEN R=@ 
FOR A1=1 702000: NEXTA1:RETURN 
REM 
cLss 
POKE1226, 128 
POKE1357 , 128: POKE129@, 128: POKE135@, 128 
FORP=1025 TO(1567-31) STEPS2:POKEP, 175:NEXTP: FORP=1826T0 (1567-30) STEPS2:POK 

EP, 175:NEXTP 
650 FORP=1Q2STOISS6STEPS2 :POKEP,171:POKEP, 175: POKEP+32, 171:POKEP+32, 175 
660 NEXTP 
670 FORP=(1024+25) TO (1535-7) STEP64: POKEP, 111:NEXTP. 
680 FORP=(1024+26) TO (1535-6) STEP64: POKEP , 92: NEXTP: FORP=(1024+28) TO (1535-4) STEP64 
POKEP, 111:NEXTP:FORP=(1024+29) TO (1535-3) STEP64:POKEP,92:NEXTP 

PRINT@12," "3 :PRINT@1@, "*KINGDOM®"; 
FORT=15@T025@STEP25: SOUNDT ,3:NEXTT 
REM 
DA=(@+RND (2) )—-1 
DB=(Q+RND(2))-1 
IF DA=1 THENPRINT@74," PRINT@74, “BANDITS! !"3 
IFDA=@ANDDB=@ THEN GOTO 1520 
IFDA=@ ANDDB=1 THEN GOTO1420 
IFDA=1 AND DB=1 THEN 780 

FORH=1274 TO(1253+RND(11))STEP-1 
POKE H,191:POKE H,207:POKE H-1,191:POKEH-1,207:POKEH-2,191:POKEH-2,207 
NEXTH 
POKEH, 191 
SOUNDS@, 1 
FORH=1341T0(1317+RND(11))STEP-1 
POKEH, 191:POKEH, 207: POKEH-1 , 191: POKEH~1 , 207: POKEH-2, 191 : POKEH-2, 207: NEXTH: PO 

KEH, 191 
850 SOUNDSS,1 
860 FORH=1404T0 (1383+RND (9) ) STEP-1: POKEH, 191: POKEH, 207: POKEH~1, 191: POKEH-1,207:P 
OKEH-2, 191: POKEH-2, 207: NEXTH: POKEH, 191 
870 SOUND4Q,1 

DC=(@+RND(3)-1) 
IFDC=@ THEN 950 
FORN=1217 TO(1219+RND(11)) STEP1 
POKEN, 175:NEXTN 
FORT=1513 TO(1318+RND(9)) STEP1:POKET,175:NEXTT 
FORT=1281 TO (1282+RND (8) ) :POKET, 1 



94@ FORT=1345 TO(1355+RND(7)) :POKET,175:NEXTT 
95@ FORT=1T02500:NEXTT 
968 RETURN 
97 WF=RND (1) #3 
982 EA=RND(1)*4+8 

AS=( (R*21) /PB°2) + (RND (1) #20) 
IFF<@ THEN 1380 
F=i—(AS*U) /180 
OF=( ( (R*3,142*2) /F) /100) *R 
IFOF<@ THEN OF=@ 
IFDC=@ THEN OY=@ 
IFDC=@ THEN 1098 
IFDB=1THEN1Q80 
OY=INT (2+RND(112)) 
BR=INT(RND (1) #10) +1 
IF DA=@THEN OB=@ 
IFDA=@ THEN 1130 
OB=(BR/120)*R 
OF=INT (OF) : OY=INT (OY) : OB=INT (OB) :F=INT(F) 
R=R-(OF+0B+0Y) 
IFF<@ THEN 1300 
IFR<2 THEN 1300 
IFOY>@ THEN F=F®(RND(1.5)) 
R=R+ (INT (R/(RND (9) ))) 
RETURN 
IFD=@THEN 1220 
60T01200 
cLs 
Lida 4) Lith daletaletelabelebeheteletelioleieliehiebeicteietotateiaseae 
PRINT" THE KINGDOM OF GHELLINGE":PRINT"  #xssssee Hii! : PRINTS 
PRINT"YOU ARE THE RULER OF A SMALL ":PRINT"KINGDOM. YOU CONTROL THE LOCAL" 

sPRINT"WORKFORCE AND THE ARMY. “:PRINT:PRINT“DISTRIBUTE THE POPULATION": PRINT“BET 
WEEN THE DYKE ,FARMERS,GUARDS":PRINT" AND THE ARMY. ":D=1 
1260 PRINT‘ HHH rea aE” 
1278 FORT=1T020@ STEP2@: SOUNDT,3:NEXTT 
1280 FORA=1T0300@:NEXTA 
1298 RETURN 
1300 CLS:PRINT@74,"YOUR PEOPLE HAVE “ 
1310 PRINT@1@6,"BEEN WIPED OUT.” 

FORT=1TO2S@STEP25: SOUNDT , 3: NEXTT 
FORA=1T015@0:NEXTA:CLS 
Wey 
PRINT:PRINT" YOU REIGNED FROM":PRINT” 1134 UNTIL “;W 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"ANOTHER GO?(Y/N) * 
AS=INKEY$: IF AS=""THEN 135@: IFAS="N"THEN END 
IF AS="Y" THEN 40 
IF A$<>"Y" AND A$<>"N" THENIS5@ 
END 
CLS:PRINT@74,"YOU DIED OF OLD AGE” 
FORT=1TO25@STEP2S: SOUNDT , 4: NEXTT 
GOTO1340 
CLSS: POKE1226, 128: POKE1357 , 128: POKE129@, 128: POKE1358,128:FORP=1825 101536 S 

TEPS2: POKEP, 175: NEXTP: FORP=1@26T01537 STEPS2:POKEP,175:NEXTP 
1430 FORP=1025 TO1536 STEPS2:POKEP,171:POKEP,175:POKEP+32, 171:POKEP+32, 175: NEXTP 
1440 FORP=1049T01528STEP64:POKEP, 111:NEXTP:FORP=105@ T01529STEP64:POKEP ,92:NEXTP 
:FORP=1@52T01531 STEP64:POKEP, 111: NEXTP: FORP=1053T01552STEP64: POKEP , 92: NEXTP 
145@_ FORN=1217TO(1219+RND (11) )STEP1:POKEN, 175:NEXTN: FORT=1513TO(1318¢RND(9)) STE 
P1:POKET, 175:FORT=1281 TO (1282+RND (8) ) : POKET, 175: NEXTT: FORT=1345T0 (1348+RND(B)):P. 
OKET, 175: NEXTT 
1460 OY=(5+RND(89)) 
147@ O8=0 
1480 F=Fx (RND(S)) 
1490 R=R-(OF+OY+0B) 
1580 IFR<2 THEN 1300 
1510 GoTOse 
1520 F=F*(RND(S)) 
1530 R=R+(INT(R/(RND(4)))) 
1548 GOTO72 



Lantern..Games That Shine 

SOFTWARE FOR THE T199 4A 
NOW AVAILABLE. ..NEW FULL COLOUR PACKS 

‘SEND SAE FORFULLLIST 

prrestirrtrrrtet! 
WONKEY WARLOCK (BASIC) £5.95 HUNCHBACK HAVOC (Basic) £5.95 oro 
Guide Wonkey Warlock through Arcade Action in T-Basic! Race 
the Dragons Lair, collecting wea- with Egor thru tour castles and 26 
ons and spelis in order to defeat different sheets. Superb graphics 
him. 5 screens of incredible and great fun 
graphics. An absolute must for 
every Texas ow" 

SB2SSSEEREES sisseussseeskssasseaI33 

STHL. 

DADDIES HOT ROD (BASIC) £5.95 CRAZY CAVER(EX-BASIC) £6.95 
Drive through sheep tields, woods, You are the Crazy Caver and must 
‘over rivers and avoid all obsticals face a myriad of hazards. Run, 
then pick up hitch-hikers down jump, swing on stalagmites, dodge 
perilously twisting roads, leap over pits. arrows and balls of ‘ Fe RSHOT 

LEASE NOTE IF YOUR ORDER Superb graphics and EXCEEDS £50 YOU GET tion. A game you can't stop ® __10% FURTHER DISCOUNT playing : ~ SEND CHEQUESIP'O. TO — order ‘ 94 LEATHER LANE, LONDON EC1 FFENDEN ROAD TENTERDEN e ; PLEASE STATE 

It's easy 
to complain 

about 
advertisements 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
Ifan advertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. 

ASA.Ltd., Brook House, Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN. 
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ers Letters Letters Letters Le 
rs Letters Letters Letters Lett 

faulty 64s successively.) ‘or that the programs that | about nobody sending | it be 
‘You might say that this is | are being sent in are not up | programs in to HCW for | run s 

imolerable and it could | to standard. the Texas because I have | learning BASIC or machine 
[games happen to many people | —Sol'll just havetowritea | already sent four, one of | code? I'm sure that the 

‘again. But just imagine that | program myself and send it | which Parco Electronics | HCW experts, with all their 
1 am writing to complain | 4 to the power of 8 is equal | to HCW. were going to publish, ‘experience, would be able 
about all the letters that | to 65536, which is exactly | The TI-99/4A is a good | _ 1 am only 11 years old, | to provide a great deal of 
have, been published. in | thesame number of bytes as | computer, so let's. have | but Idon't care i Henry is | help Tor us poor souls who 
HCW lately criticising | the Commodore 64 has. | some more support for it. | six or 96 years old. If Ihave | are less gifted. 
people who are dedicated | Now you can see how something to say about | I really feel that HCW 
games players. ficult it_is to be as | N Newell, Abergavenny somebody, I say it would find such articles 

There is nothing wrong | unlucky as S Blease. So Henry, (or any other | very appealing to the 
with using your computer | I really feel sorry for him | You're right, Mr Newell. | dummy in’ the country) | majority of readers. 1 like 
solely for playing games. | and hope that no one else | We try and cater for the | please don't send any more | to think that I use my 
That's what I use my | ever experiences such bad | whole range of popular | untruthful letters, or you | computer to the best of my 
Commodore 64 for and I'm | luck home computers but we | may get one ike this | abilities. (I own a Spectrum 
not ashamed to say it, need good reader submis- | addressed to you! 48K.) However I feel that 1 

I'm fed up with ail this | Hemant Heeramun, Mauri- | sions. If you have a am misting out by not being 
stupid snobbery. 1 don’t | tius program which you think | John Rogers, Leeds able to write goo 
want to spend my evenings is good enough to. be programs. 
studying on my computer. published please send it to T have bought books on sng My Soo S [Sporting — | PM 
homework then my time is readers will know, it takes 
my own and I" -can' do [moaning | an awful lot of self discip- 
whatever I like. line to sit down and actually 

If I want to ‘waste’ my | 1 am writing to HCW 1am wring to complain read and understand them sine fe ants | Eada Ta 1 ec [SSP 22 wg comin | nda neces 
computer then that's being “written especially | What you have learnt into 
entirely up to me. There's 1 am considering getting a | Oiympic games Acti. | Practice. 
plenty of educational | the one computer but am at alos. | Vision's Decathion and | 1 think that I would 
software about for all those | O'Donovan of Torquay | All the computers are quite | Ocean's Daley ‘Thompson | achieve more if I was able 
goody goody people to buy | (HCW 86), ‘expensive so I do not wish | and any other game which | (© follow a series in a 
if they want. Ifthey wantto | I love piaying adventure | to waste money on a poor | ses ‘rapid right and left | Magazine because then I 

es and am a dedicated | computer. movement of the joystick. | Would have a whole week 
rams when they've ike ‘The | My friend tells me to get | “Surely anyone using their | © learn and perfect new 

inished their French home- . U think that it is a | the 48K Spectrum but I | joystick must know. the | techniques while waiting for 
work then let them. I'd be | very good idea for readers | dislike the keyboard. There | Strain that is put on it, | the next issue. 
the last person t0 criticise | to swap ideas and solutions | are a few other computers | Eventually, while enjoying | , 1am not criticising HCW 
them for it. to this type of game. but those are too expensive. | playing” Activision's | because I feel that it is 

I just wish that they | The games are quite | There is one computer | Biympics, the javelin | Very good magazine which 
would mind their own | expensive and when you | (Commodore 16) which is | thrower threw miles before | caters well for most reader 
business instead of taking | have saved up several | inthe right price range but! | the tine thus one broken | However there is alwa 

so and use French revision 

‘on. this high and mightly | weeks’ pocket money to | know very little about it. | joystick. room for improvement and 
attitude about micros. 1 | buy one it can be really | Would any HCW reader be 1 was thinking of writing ir don't try and tell people | frustrating to — get | able to help me with this | to Acrivision and Ocean but 
what books they should problem? decided to put my views to | neglected by the majority of 
read or what records they ate magazines. 
should fisten to. 1 don't ! David Balmer, Falmouth Tle Sot complaining 
think anyone has the right | Please, please HCW about the actual games: the | Carol Reagan, Glasgow 
to dictate to me what type | don’t neglect adventure peck are stmmcingiilt's 
of software I buy for my | fans. 1 have had many the controlling of the games | Software winner 
computer. helpful tips from the letters which annoys me 

page and I hope I will be [ey MM =t-1+ [4 By the way, could anyone | Readers will be pleased to 
John Richardson, Bath able to rely on HCW tellmeif any company does | hear that programming 

readers for more such help | 1 bought my weekly HCW | fenairs to” Quickshot. 2 | articles of all kinds will be 
in the future. as usual, on the 30th Octo- | Soysticks. I would also like | @ regular feature in HCW 

ong odds ber (issue 86). Seeing as | {> say your magazine is the | rom now on. If anyone has 
‘5 Steven Horton, Blackpool | there were no programs my } best around, if a bit thin | ofher ideas about what 

T have just bought a Com- TI-99/4A I flicked to the | jarely Town'a Commodore | should be included in HCW 
modore 64 and itis running | Adventure players need not | letters page. a we will be very pleased (0 perfectly. The other day | despair. We will be starting | _ Now for the two As and ‘hear them. while going through some | an adventure help line in the | an ©. 1 was Astounded, | David King, Bootle 
past magazines, 1 came | near future so please | Appalled and Outraged 
Across some letters in HCW | continue to send’ your | when 1 read Henry 
$7. 1 was very disappointed | problems and solutions to | O'Donovan's letter about |HeIpthe | 
to learn how some people | ‘us. the Spectrum and the 
haye experienced faulty 99/4A. IL appears to me 
64s, that Henry is an idealist [f-ToDo] eto Ey 

The letter which shocked When he starts waf 
‘me the most was the one about the Spectrum being a | I would like to congratulate | [Send your letters Sd down | aeenanl Dem eecnny 
Manchester. S "Blease had letter. high standard of the 
been unsuccessful with no | “What's this?” I thought | _ If you ask me, Ithink Sir | magazine, especially over 
less than eight 64s in | to myself as I looked | Clive has churned out a | the last couple of weeks. 
approximately four weeks. | through my copy of HCW. | load of beeeep which is only | One thing I would like to 

If we assume that out of | “No TI program, again!” | good for playing games on. | sce in the magazine is some 
every four Commodores | _ What's happened to you | When Henry starts gabbing | more informative articles. 1 
which are sold, one is | HCW? You used to be a | about balance in HCW I | am very interested in py 
faulty, Gf ‘really the | great supporter of this | agree with him, the TI- | gramming but unfortunate- 
case,’ then Commodore | machine, but now it seems, | 99/4 should have more | ly Lam not yet very good at 
should close down immedi- | you have joined with most | than the Spectrum. I mean, | it, in fact I am terrible. 
ately) the chance of getting | other magazines and aban- | nearly every week there isa | ‘I have been buying HCW 
problems with eight | doned the TI-99/4A. program for the Spectrum, | for many months and I 
successive 645 is 1 out of 4 | But then, I thought, it | butnevera program for the | have rarely seen anything 
to the power of 8. (Of | might not be HCW's fault. | Texas. Notevenatiponthe | which is aimed at_ the 
course, have assumed that | It could be because nobody | Hint and Tips page. programmer who is a 
S Blease has had cight | issending any programs in, | Don't start watfling | complete beginner. Would 
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Can you 
count? 

Oric 1 £3.95 
Mellowsoft, 23 Dalford Ct, Hol- 
linswod, Telford, Shropshire 

case 

Can you count? is an educational 
game for four to six year-olds by 
a new company called 
Mellowsoft. 

As soon as the program starts 
to load, you notice that it’s 
special. "This program actually 
hhas a title page. You may think 
this is trivial but these days, 
presentation is almost as 

rest 

Important as the program itself. S. 
en the main program is 

loaded the child is presented with instructions 50% 
three choices; a trip to the town, ease of use 90% 
country or seaside, When one is display 100% 
chosen, the appropriate picture is value for money 100% 
drawn, The child is asked to 
‘count the number of objects. For 
‘example, if you chose option 

IMicro Power, Sheepscar Hse, 15 
heeprcar St South, Leads LS7 

If you are looking for a program 
that gives practice in some of the} 
important areas of maths at a! 
junior level you could do a great 
ideal worse than take a peek at 
this package. 

‘The program actually loads » 
three games all of which can be, 
selected from the main menu. 
ite fist is a lunar, landers 

requiring speed of multi- 
plication or division to halt the 
leraft in its descent. You set the} 
speed and difficulty and try to 
Keep the craft off the ground by 
lanswering questions as quickly as 
possible. 

The second game uses grids’ “4 
land co-ordinates to search for 
treasure. There are a number of| 

\Mivarieties of treasure and help, in| 
 Nthe form of arrows, if you 
Ais it. A good program but 

this type can be done very easily! 
‘on paper too. 

The final game is based on the| 
fruit machine and involves the 
testing of number bonds. The! 
reels spin and you add or! 
isubtract numbers from the totals! 
ishown to try to make the reels! 
match, All the programs, are: 
basic but adequate. 

Hd 

ee 
75%| 

instructions 
ease of use 
jeraphics 
value for money 

/ aT 

‘one, you may be asked to count 
the number of blue cars, or in the 

of sheep. 
This may sound like other 

educational software but what 
makes this particular program 
head and shoulders above the 

meticulous attention to graphical 
detail, the three-part harmony 
music and 
important 
number input 
doesn’t require RETURN make 
this a very professional program. 

kkk k 

of choice two, the number 

is its presentation. The 

the small but 
details such as a 

routine which 

Can you Spell? 
Oric 1 £3.95 

Mellowsoft, 23 Dalford Court, 
Hollingswood, Telford, Shrop- 
shire 

Can you Spell is an educational 
game for four to six-year-olds by 
a relatively new company called 
Mellowsoft. r 
When the main program is 

loaded, a large picture of a train 
is drawn to attract the child’s 
attention. Then a three-part 
harmony tune is played until you 
intervene. The screen set up is of 
a factory with a small but very 
carefully designed truck at the 
right hand edge and a crane at 
the top. Then a very detailed 
picture of an everyday object is 
drawn at the to right hand 
corner. 

The child is then asked to 
move a space invaders-type base 
and shoot the appropriate letter 

Learning at 
home 

Use your computer as an 
educational tool. These new 
software releases have been 

specially vetted for you 

Silversoft, renouned for games 
FE software ‘has brought out this 
4 educational game for ‘O'-Level 

French students. As expected, it 
uses multiple-choice type 
questions, in the form of an 
adventure game. 

The instructions claim that this 
game tests your  gramm: 
structure, vocabulary, idiomatic 
Pirsses,” comprehension :and 

siowledge of French. The 
fqcesiions*cedis eudsees 
themselves to the most gram- 
matical and lexical errors made 
bby students at *O’-Level. 
This is the scenario: you are a 

British war-time pilot shot down 
‘over occupied France. You are 
taken captive and subsequently 
escape. In your efforts to make 
your way back to Blighty your 
ae contact is with the iocal 
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people who unfortunately speak 
nothing but French. 

The game consists of four 
sections which are of increasing 
linguistic difficulty. On each 
route, you come up against 
situations (meeting people, 
buying things etc) in which you 
have to reply to questions in 
French or carry out actions 
described in French. You have to 
try and pass as a Frenchman. 

The whole story is quite well 
thought out and the questions 
are interesting but not silly. I felt 
that the slow text output speed 
was irritating but that does not 
stop me from recommending this 
game, SS. 

(I 

instructions 90% 
ease of use 80% 
display 65% 
value for money 70% 

kk 

t 

Elects 
a straightforward package to test 
ithe knowledge of youngsters in a 
variety of areas connected with 

for the name of that object. If 
the choice is correct the truck 
collects the letter and delivers it 
to the crane which in turn moves 
to a box. This is done for each 
letter and thus the name of that 
object is slowly bi 

This may sound 
spelling game but this one is 
rather special. The quality of 
graphics and tunes played are 
superb and should help to keep 
the wandering attention of a 
young child, SS. 

instructions 0% 
ease of use 90% 
display 100% 
value for money 95% 

ns a: 

Wl Micro Power, Sheepscar Hse, 15 
Sheepscar St’ South, Leeds LS7 
1AD 

Educational software for the! 
nis rare even now. This is. 

Europe. 
Using. the excellent graphic 

capabilities of the Electron the 
main screen shows a multi- 
coloured map of Europe with 

accuracy and an attractive 
Pie screen is then divided into 
three sections. The four possible’ 
Janswers and the third an enlarged 
Imap of the country with better’ 
defined boundaries and a pointer’ 
to the main map. 

The questions, chosen at 
random, are presented in sets of 
four per country. They usually 
start with the name of the 
‘country and then branch out into, 
ja number of questions. The 
capital might be requested, the 
‘name of a famous person from 
the country, the language or 
currency and even the names of, 
large towns. 

This variety is one of the 
notable features of this game and 
tends to. make it much less 
boring. A good rote learning. 
program with few frills but of a! 
good, solid, standard, D.C. 

instructions 13% 
ease of use 95% 
‘graphics 95% 
value for money 90% 



x x MEW ««* FROM * * * 

LETS GET DOWN TO BUSINESS # 
ALL PROGRAMS ARE NOW SINCLAIR MICRODRIVE™ COMPATIBLE AND, 
PLUS 80 VERSIONS WORK WITH 15 DIFFERENT CENTRONICS/RS232 

INTERFACES AND PRINTERS 

__* VAT MANAGER * £8.95 
* PLUS 80 VAT MANAGER * £19.95 

* PLUS 80 STOCK MANAGER * £19.95 
Write to us for a quotation for the software, the interface and printer — 

you will find our prices very competitive. 

VAT MANAGER is available in standard form which works with ZX™ and Alphacom 32 column 

printers, and the Plus 80 version works in conjunction with most Centronics/RS32 printers which are 

menu selected from software. VAT MANAGER is a welcome aid to the businessman faced with 

the completion of VAT 100 returns. Provides calculation and checking facilities for any combination 

of Gross/Net values input. VAT can be analysed under defined classifications. 

STOCK MANAGER — (Available in Plus 80 form only) — provides a controlled stock accounting 

environment for up to 600 different product lines. Full facilities exist for the production of Invoices, 

Price Lists, with the facility to show Stock Status and Value, Stock Adjustment and Re-order 

requirements. 

Also available ADDRESS MANAGER and FINANCE MANAGER in standard 32 col. 

versions £9.95 and 80 column PLUS 80 versions £19.95. 

kw ww YTILITIES 995 & kK * 
* MACHINE CODE TEST TOOL * Sircieiir— ZX MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE 

* EDITOR ASSEMBLER x (Existing users wanting latest versions will receive a £3.00 
* MASTER TOOL KIT x ~ rebate on return of old cassette) 

From WHSMITH @ and other outlets or send cheque or telephone PR details to 0753 889055. 
Replacement tapes only available from OCP direct. 
OXFORD COMPUTER PUBLISHING LTD., 4 High Street Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9QB. 

SS SOFTWARE * & * * SIMPLY THE BEST, 



) x by the ASP Market Research Group Dike 

\ Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 
oa! Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

‘nternational 
soccer come 
eureka Domark (3 
3Select 1 Computer Reds -) 
‘Danger Mouse —_CreativeSprks(-) 
SSpltfire Ace Centresoft (10) 
6stunt Bike Ocean) | 
74Jet Set Witty SProjects(+ 
BReturntokden Level 9( 
9chitier Mastertronic(-) 

ro ciuedo Lelsure Genius (7) 

SPECTRUM 
eureka omark 
2baley Thompsons Decathion Ocean) 
sSelect 1 Computer Reds 
‘4Beach-Head Centresoft ) 
SSteve Davis Snooker cost 
GMatcnpoint Sinciair (9) 
7Jump Challenge Martech () 
SAutomania mikro-Cen ) 
9Jet Set willy SProjects(-) 
10Tornago towLeve! Vortex (a) 

‘Munenback Ocean 1) 
2chuckle E99 ARF 
3HungryHorace Melbourne Hse -) 
amrbig Microdieal (2) 
Scuthbert in Space Microdeal ‘S) 
Gkrlegspiet Beyond (6) 
7Dragon chess Oasis Software (7) 
8The King Microdeal 
Ring of Darkness Wintersoft (8) 
10Bug Diver Mastertronic(-) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. 

WIC-20 BBC AMSTRAD 
1Roland 
‘ontheRopes Amstrad 

2Harrler Attack Amstrad 
3Monsterchase — Romik 
‘Code Name Matt Amsoft 
SStarCommando Terminal 
SHunterkiller —Amsoft 
7chess Amstrad 
Roland, 

‘computer War creative Spks (a) relite Domark 5) 
2Duck Shoot ‘Mastertronic (3) 2uet Pac Uitimate 9) 
Ssnake site Firebird 3Acid Drops Firebird () 
Mickey the Bricky Firebird) ‘Bird Strike Firebird 
Ssnooker Visions (9 SMini Office Database 7) 
GBewitcned Beau Jolly (16 Bcastieofcems —MRMa) 
7 Flight O15 Cralg Comms (1) 760ld Digger Firebird +) 
max Anirog (a) Duck Firebird) 
9D Maze Mastertronic SFortress Paces) Renton Rated 

10Sub Hunt Mastertronic(-) OBattie Tank Superior oncnuralorafipee’ Anetrad 
10Frak Aardvark (3) pies 

oes Digging ——Ampalsoft 



COMPETITION 

We're giving 
away 50 
bumper 
computing 
books to the 
senders of the 
funniest joke 
this week. They 
don’t have to 
be origina 
just witty 
— and clean, 
of course 
THIS WEEK is a complete 
departure from our usual 
competition format, with a 
special chance for you to 
show us just how witty and 
amusing you can be. 

And we're also. giving away 
different prizes: you can win a 
bumper computer book for your 
particular machine. Learn how to 
Program, or find out more about 
‘graphics’ — there’s something for 
everyone, and as far as is humanly 
possible, we'll try to match the 
prize to the reader. 

‘What you have to do isto send us 
your favourite joke. Here's one of 
‘our current favourites: 
How do you know when Wally 
Week has been using the word 
processor? 
He leaves Tipp-Ex on the screen 

The joke’s 
on you! 

You're at liberty to choose your 
subject matter, although obviously 
computer jokes will attract our 
attention, and they must all be 
Printable! So no obscenities please, 
‘or other smut 

We're looking for funny jokes or 
witty short anecdotes. Now's your 
chance to show the rest of the world 
just how keen your sense of 
humour is — and we'll be 
Publishing the best in a special 
feature. Don't worry if they're very 
corny: as long as they raise a giggle, 
that’s all we want 

Here’s a joke to get you in the 
mood: 
Why did the man put six worms in 
his mouth? 
Because he loved chewing Wriglys 

Perhaps you think you can do 
much better than that. Well, we're 
waiting to hear from you — and 
remember, computer jokes will win 
‘bonus points and go high on our lst 
of priorities. 

Fifty humorists will win a 
fascinating book on computers. We 
choose the topic, but we'll try to 
match the subject matter to the 
reader. 

The joke’s on you 
Entry Coupon 

post code 
‘Computer owned 
Special interest 

Ging date ist po, Friday 

ae | 

“I PREFERED IT WHEN MONOPOLY WAS ALL 
THE RAGE!" 

How to enter 
Write on the coupon your favourite 
joke. It can be short or long, but 
‘must not contain swear words. 
Write your special interest on the 
coupon: it could be graphics or 
machine code programming etc. 

Send the coupon to: The joke's 
‘on you, Home Computing Weekly, 
No. 1" Golden Square, London 
WIR 3AB. Entries close at first 
post on Friday December 7, 1984. 

If you find there isn’t ‘enough 
room on the coupon, attach an 
additional sheet of ‘paper and 
continue on that. 

‘The competition will be judged 
by HCW editorial staff, and their 
decision will be final, The 50 
winning jokes, plus any addi 
‘ones will be published in a 
edition of Home Computing 
Weekly. 

Prizes will be sent out within 28 
days of the publication of the 
results of the competition. 

‘You may enter as many times as 
you wish, but each entry must be on. 
an official coupon — not a copy — 
and sealed in a separate envelope. 

The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from 
‘employees of Argus Specialist Publica- 
tions and Alabaster Passmore & Sons. 
This restriction also. applies to 
‘employees’ families and agents of the 
‘companics. 

‘The How to Enter section forms part 
of the rules. 
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Lineag 
35p per word 

All advertiseme: 
Advertis 
condit 

1» in this section must be prepaid 
nemts are accepted subject to the terms and 

Situations 
Vacant 
Contract programmers required for 

wide variety of work. A full 
agency service is offered and top 
fees paid. Please send details of 
experience and other relevant 
information to S.0.S. P.O. Box 
138, London El 9PW 

UNIT ), ALL SINCLAIR USERS 
ONLY LOOK THIS WAY 

BUT AWAY ALL 
- THOSE UNTIDY WIRES 

Atari: International Club: mail 
order only. You can have world 
famous cassettes for £6 mi 
Hurry! 

With this amazing new unit designed by a Spectrum user. Put on a 
chair, floor, on your lap. Move It all in one go. OUR LATEST NEW 
UNIVERSAL UNIT ACCEPTS MOST MACHINES. Send for details to: 

E. R. Cameron & Sons Ltd. Est. 1870 
¢/o 12 The Vineries, Enfield, Middx. EN1 9DQ 

BLANK DISC We stock a wide range of $1" and 3) disks ~ ac the mon competitive pices ‘Bulk order discounts avtable 
END COMPUTER COU Residential (C75) and. noe teident [haces are avaiable on course Bet tnd March "8S. Absolute bepinnes, inde ihasic and 6503 Machine Code. Foe further information iclepbe "CRESCENT SOFTWARE (0485) 70865, 

Places are limited to 12 per wechend to book 

SPECIAL OF ‘ar 8O0X's ly 1080 Diss deve ony £190 
fet include WAT. FREE. FAST 

DELIVERS. Plesse send Chequet/POs to 
SH Disc Supplies (Dept 9), 11 Oundle Drive, Nottingham NGS IBN. Tel (002) 782310 

By Order of the Liquidator, 
C. J. Chambers Esq., F.C.A. 

of Arthus Young, Me Clelland Moores & Co., 
re 

IMAGINE SOFTWARE LTD. 
TURNER AND SONS (Est. 1810) 

Will sell by Public Tender in Individual Lots 
EXCELLENT RAN & 
HOME T. 

Bai Files Micro Processors: “Alpha Micro” 1002 ¢ "Televideo"s "A Ann Arbor" Sirius" "Apple Macinoxh’” and code”, "Dragon", "Atari", “Commodore, "Acorn". “BBC and 
‘Mannesmann and ““Apple’ Primers: Dic Drives; approx. Twenty Eigh approx. Twenty Porable Colour Television Sets: “Dian” model MX S0S0B} {Cassette Decks; Transformers: Joy Sucks: Extensive Literate ete Office Equipment includes Executive Desks and Arm Chairs Typewriters: Typists Chars 

On View, Monday and Tuesday, 10th and 11th December 1984. fr 10 am to 4 pen a Silkhouse Count, Ith Floor, Tuhebarn Steet, Liverpool L2 21 
Further des and Catalogues from the Avctioncers Offices, 28/36 Roscoe Street Liverpool LI 9DW. Tel. O81 709 4008, alo from the Liquidators Otfies,Skhouse Cour Tithebarn Street, Liverpol L2 2LE 

The contents of this publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and programs and all copyright and all other intellectual property ry 
+ intellectual property tights and by virtue of internation: Specialist Publications Lid. All rights conferred by the Law of Copyrigh ‘Specifically reserved t0 Argus Specialist Publications Lid and any reprod 1984 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

ES ae 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

ns printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

01-437 0699 
EXT 342. 
Send your requirements to: 
Becki Wilson 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

COMMODORE 64 
Software library 

Over 200 titles. 2 weeks hire £1, 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (C), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

Software 
Educational 

‘ANIMATED MUSICAL. 
flashcard ‘alphabet _and spelling 
Program CBM 64 developed with 
educational psychologist and! 
schools. usual trade discount 
Disc £7.50; Cassette £5, Toddlersoft, 1 Catlane, Ewelme, Oxon OX9 GHX 

Tel: 0491 39065 

ORIC/ATMOS 
Software library 

Over 150 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (0), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

To hire a computer from Spectr 
48K upwards, please phone or wr 
to Business & Computer Service: 
294a, Caledonian Rd., London NI 
IBA’ Tel. 01 607 0187 

COMMODORE 64 
Software Library 

Any titles supplied Mempersnip £5 Weeks hire 1 including postage same day despatch 
Richardson, 45 Langshaw street, Longport, Stoke-on-Trent, 

ECLIPSE SOFTWARE: 
Spectrum Library 

Over 100 tte fom 95p for two weeks. Free 
membership for limited period, just send 

Stamp for further details to 
Oric - Atmos - Spectrum Library 
free membership two weeks hire £1 
s.a.¢. to Hire-soft, 113 Broomfield 
Road, Marsh, Huddersfield 

ECLIPSE SOFTWARE 
FREEPOST, LEEDS LSI2 4YY 

The TEXAS Getting Started with 
Program Book the TEXAS TI-99/4A 

35Programsfor Chapters on Ext. Basic 
Home, Games & Business Modules, Printers, Ram Packs 

Hours of Enjoyment Examples & Programs throughout 
£5.95 £5.95 

‘SPECIAL OFFER - BOTH TITLES £9.95, 
Cheques / Postal Orders to 

PHOENIX PUBLISHING ASSOCIATES LIMITED 
14 VERNON ROAD, BUSHEY, HERTFORDSHIRE WD2 2JL 

TI-99/4A ADAPTOR: 
Any joystick to texas single 
£7.00 double £8.00 including 
Postage and package. Reply to 
W.T. Smith, 7 Glenalmand, 

Whitburn EH47 8PD 

T'm User Friendly 
Have you seen my Peripherals? 
Zap ‘em Monster Games 
Role players do it in dungeons 
100% cotton Tshirts in. white or sky 

Poly-cotton Sweatshirts in prey £5.99 cach Teclusve small, medium, large nd 
Mail Order only fron 

BOOK THIS SPACE NOW! 
RING 01-437-0699 

(One Per Cent Screens, Unit 12, Star Lane tae, Great Wakering, Eanes 

Js therein belong to Argus 
copyright consentions ste 

rior written consent of the company 
SSNORKLAWI 



Sinck ‘QL. Complete with Assem- 
bler, Monitor and Character 
generator software plus many 
books and some very interesting 
programs. Offers around £340. 
Phone Simon 01-959-6239 

READ OUR DEALER 
DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 

LOCATION OF YOUR 
NEAREST COMPUTER 

SPECIALIST. 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
library — Membership £5.00. — 
Tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E. Tucker, (H) $8, Blen 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

SOFTWARE HOUSES! 
PROGRAM WRITERS! 

IT youie noc happy with the appearance 
of your packaging simply sendusa sample 
with any relevant information. We will return 
{t—together with our ideas for improvement 
(intheform ofa colour Rough) No ligation. 
Quovations inchaded for artwork & printing, 
{500 or 1000 copies. The Complete Service 
Also Lag design & Advertising Pron 
Imaerial Allemguries wekcwne Write 

72/766 Wilmslow Read, 
Art rea 
fea) Manchester M2008 

ORIC 
Account book 

Challenging game to develop 
Available for Orie 1 or Atmos 
HCW review #4 4 

For details phone 0923 58482 or 
White £9. SOPTBACKS (dept HCW) 

FREEPOST, WATFORD, WOT 8FP 

Free for T1-99/4A. Buy 2 cassettes, 
get 2 Christmas programs free 
English — Scintillating Synonyms, 
Agonising Antonyms, Perplexing 
Plurals, Riddling Rhymes. £3.75 
each. Traffic Signs — Orders, 
Warnings. £3.95 each. Free with 
any 2 above (sold separately £4.75) 

Christmas Greetings plays 
‘welve Days of Christmas” with 

animated graphics — Plus — 
Christmas Music plays selection of 
seasonal tunes (specify favourite 
carol; we'll try to include it). 
Washbrooke Educational Soft- 
ware, 9 Sweet Close, Deeping St 
James, Peterborough PE6 8QW 

TI-99/4A 
TRAINER PLANE fx Basic. Exciting 
fight simulation game. 3D graphics 
SPIDAMAZE sic. Trapped in a Maze 
suarded by fearsome spiders. 3D graphics sound, £2.98 

SPECIAL SOFTWARE OFFERS 
UNTIL 30th NOVEMBER, 1984 

CBM 64 
Howver Bower £5.50 |] | DONCASTER RACES fix. An excting 
eae? £5.50]] | “Ron fev uma 31 Become Aargh Condor £5.00 cre) 
Falcon Patrol £5.40 A.C. Software. P.O. Box 3 
SPECTRUM Burniwood, Walsall WS7 9EE 
Zip Zap 290 
Transama £430 || Amstrad Software. Big range. All 
Ant Attack £520] | Amsoft £8.95 titles only £7.25 
Deep Space £420 || inclusive, Many others. Orders 

enquiries Coastal Software Club, 
Offers Subject to Availability 17 Pembroke Gardens, Holland- 

Ail prices include postage & packing. 
For full lists please send S.A.E. to:— 

on-Sea, Essex. 

LOADE ENTERPRISES, c/o 
Ensemble (HCW), 35 Upper Bar, 
Newport, Shropshire TF10 7E 
Tel No. (0952) 813667 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

WD Software 
QL Utilities (£10 on Microdrive) 

This package offers single-key loading, running or deletion of files, multiple 
formatting of cartridges, and auto backup of files from one or more cartridges 
to another with optional over-writing of namesakes, In addition, a directory of 
4+ files can be viewed without screen overflow. NB a VERIFY progr 
tunnecessary -— QDOS does this automatically. Now includes directory print 
ut and “qprint” to print any of all files on a cartridge with optional dated 
titles. Owners of the entlier package can update by sending OUR cartridge and 
25p. 

Current Spectrum Software 
Tradewind (£5 Cassette) 

Buy a ship, provisions and cargoes to trade between the harbours of the Coral 
Islands. Make a fortune if the weather and pirates let you live long enough 10 
master seamanship and economics. A strategy/adventure game with graphics 
for 48K. 

Jersey Quest (£5 Cassette) 
Following an accident, you are stranded in the labyrinth of time and must find 
your own way back to the Present with the aid of persons and objects from 
Jersey Folklore, Mect the Black Horse of St Ouea, the Dragon and Knight of 
La Hougue Bie, the Black Cat of Carrefour a Cendre, the Witches of 
Rocqueburg and many others. A text-only adventure for 48K in machine code 
(Quill 

Morse Tutor (£4 Cassette) 
ne has it all! 419 words/minute, variable spacing, variable number of 

dom leters, numbers or mixed, random seniences, own message 
Single characters (including. punctuation), ‘vanable pitch, FEEDBACK via 
This 

groups of 
Screen, printer or SPEECH (phonetic alphabet via Currah u-Speech on 48K 
Yersion Only), and repeat facility. Takes you to and beyond]RYA and Amateur 
Radio receiving standards. 16K and 48K versions on one cassette, 48K only on 
Microdrive cartridge. 

Spectrum Programs on Microdrive 
All the above are available on Microdtive cartridges at a price of £4.50 for one 
cartridge + the price of each program as shown above c.g. carttidge wil 
Tradewind and Morse Tutor would be £13.50. As a BONUS, Gavin Monk's 

Indexed Loader is included fF@@ with each cartridge. 
cvailabie from 
WD Software (H), Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.I. 

Tel (0534) 81392 

SOFTWARE AGENTS 

AGENCY FOR THE COMPUTING ARTS 
If you are a good programmer you probably need an 

agent. Call Bath 60717 or write to: 
6 Quarry Rock Gardens, Claverton Down Road 

Bath, Avon BA2 6EF 

CLASSIFIED — RING 

01-437 0699 
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SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
Us COLD 

‘commodore 64 
Beach HA,...£8 7S 
Frbddn Forest £7.75 
[Aztec Chlinge £7.75 ris 

775 
EB7S Bathe Zone £8.78 Danger Mouse £5.95 £8.75 TLL £5.35] Wrath Magra. £10.75 

All games tested for loading prior 10 
despatch. Cheques/PO's to: 
MAILCENTA (HCW) 

38 Alder Road, Belper, 
Derbyshire DES 1LP 

XMAS SPECIALS 

Chuckie E99. Scrabble Football iariager Micro Olympics 
‘Twin kingdom vai. Chuckie! ish 
‘Computer Communications (UX) Ltd, ‘Martins Close, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey GUT? OAN. 

TI-99/4A 
PROGRAMS from SOLID SOFTWARE 

THE HOUSE OF HORRORS: 
STAR STRIKE Swat review HCW'S4, 

DEVASTATION SABOTAGE starreview HOW'S4 £4.99 
SOLID EDUCATION 

Sstarsfeom PCT for educational value £4.50 

‘ond, Bispham, Blackpool FY2 90F 

WANT TO BUY, SELL, SWOP? 
PHONE BECKI ON 
(01-437-0699 

WANTED — PROGRAMS!! 
Have you writen any original, hgh 
andar arcade/edvcalona gamer? you 

ive, and you ae finding hard to break 
tc and we oil erange marten. tod 

tribution for you. Mark 
FAO. Gregory Bartel, Big TH 
Distribution, High View, Somerton 

Tel Somerton 79748, 

Original Amstrad CPC 46a. basic programs, We particulariy want 
Games, of about’ the standard. of Magazine listings. write with. full 
‘details and tape —no listings, please. 
Write in confidence to: Amstrad ‘Basic programs (MCW), 25 Egerton Rd ‘th, Choriton, Manchester M21 1¥P 

Wanted. Educational programs for 
BBC and Spectrum. Excellent 
royalties paid. Binsoft, Binswood 
Hall, Binswood Avenue, Leaming- 
ton Spa, Warwickshire, 

SPECTRUM MASTERPIECE 
SEND TAPE + S.A.E. TO 

D. J. WEST, 
16 STEMP STREET, 
SHEFFIELD S11 8BE 



NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Massive range of software in stock 
for BBC, COM 64, VIC-20, 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON, 
ELECTRON, ZX81, 

Open Monday-Sunday 9am-8pm, 
Any visa accepted 

For the largest selection of hardware 
and software in the area contact 
VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 

TEL: 0935 26678 

= PHOENIX 
» SOFTWARE S 

vy SENTRE ORDER SOFTWARE 
BBC SPECTRUM ETC 

Proene Sohowre Contre 

24 The Parade, SEETE suvectte, Newest Tes O72 aT 
Official Acorn computer 

dealer and BBC service and! 
Information centre HCW 

YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKE 

DO YOU OFFER A REPAIR 
SERVICE? WHY NOT 
ADVERTISE IN OUR 
REPAIRS ‘N’ SPARES 

REGISTER. 
PHONE 01 437 0699 

FOR DETAILS. 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

ONLY 35p per word (minimum charge 15 words) 
SSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 

1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699 
Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

=] Ln] 
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WEEKLY 

fesze=| DAM BRIGHTEST 
REPAIRS SPARES REGISTER 
Commodore repairs. By Commo: 
dore approved engineers. Repair 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc. For more details write ot 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling- 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 
7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 

For fast reliable repair service 
of your SPECTRUM, BBC, 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers. e.g 
Send your 16/48K Spectrum to 
us and we will repair and return 

it for £20 + £1.60 p&p. 
Hemel Computer Centre Ltd., 

52 High St., Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP1 3AF, 
‘Tel: 0442 212436 

We offer repairs and spares 
for Sinclair, Commodore, 
Atari and all other makes. 
Part exchange and second 
hand computer services 

available, 
STATION ELECTRICAL, Coastal 
Rd, Hestbank, Lancaster LA2 

GHN TEL: 0524 824519 

French's Road. Cambridge CB4 
3NP, Tel (0223) 311371 

£19.95 
Buck Rogers 
Moonsweeper 
Demon Attack 
Slymoids 
Return Pirate Isle 
Adventure / Pirate 

Burgertime 

If an advertisement 
is wrong were here 

to put it right. 
Ifyou see an advertisement in the press, in print, 

on posters or in the cinema which you find 
unacceptable, write to us at the address below. 

The Advertising Standards Authority. ¥ 
ASA Ltd, Dept 3 Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC1E THN 

Arcade Hardware, 211 Horton Rd. 
Fallowfield, Manchester M14 70E. 

061-225 2248 

NEW LOW PRICES ON TI MODULES 
£14.95 

MORE MODULES, TAPES AND HARDWARE IN STOCK 
Meet us at the first owners convention at the Ritz, Whitworth 
St West, Manchester on 3rd November 1984, when you can see 

‘the full range of products stocked. 

PN 

Hopper 
Jawbreaker 
Moonmine 
MxAxS#H 
£9.95 
T-invaders 

pin 
Tombstone City 






